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ABSTRACT
As museums transform into institutions that are audience-focused, they also face a public
that has modernized, both technologically and socially. To better engage these audiences and
meet their demands, museums have begun to tap the omnipresent cellphone as a tool. This study
investigates how cellphones can aid small to medium-sized museums to engage a broader and
more active visitor population as well as a variety of underrepresented audience groups. The
resulting data will be able to demonstrate for museums that cellphone-based programs are
attainable for any size museum with a variety of staff. A review of the literature based on the
paradigm shift in the museum world through the presence of digital and mobile technologies was
conducted, answering the five research questions that structure this study. I conclude that the
cellphone’s established place in contemporary society allows it to aid museums in attracting a
diverse, new audience.
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INTRODUCTION
Thesis Statement
Museums, as a public and social entity that many are familiar with today, emerged in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries from the curio cabinets and private collections of
the wealthy.1 Unlike in the past, museums are now confronting a world where technology is
rapidly developing. Integrating current technologies into the museum space has become a
frequent topic of discussion among museum professionals. Today’s guests demand a new role
that sees audiences as active influencers and participants in the museum space. This interaction
can be accomplished by the numerous software programs and other digital technologies that
cellphones support. Examples of these digital programs include quick response (QR) codes,
augmented and virtual reality, and gamification, all of which are widely discussed in this field of
literature.2
The application of these tools for meeting changing visitor demands for personalized
museum experiences has been some of the introductory steps in adapting to a world dependent
on digital technology.3 While larger museums may have the size and resources to better explore
and implement these technologies, small-to-medium museums have less ability to research and
apply these tools. It is these smaller institutions that will benefit from a cross-institutional
Tony Bennet, “The Formation of the Museum,” in The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics, 1st ed. eds.
Tony Bennet et al (New York City, New York: Routledge, 1995), 19.
1

Mar Pérez-Sanagustín et al, “Using QR Codes to Increase User Engagement in Museum-Like Spaces,” Computers
in Human Behavior 60 (2016): http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2016.02.012; Hyunae Lee et al, “Experiencing
Immersive Virtual Reality in Museums,” Information & Management 57, no. 5 (2020):
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.im.2019.103229; Daniel Carvajal, María Morita, and Gabriel Bilmes, “Virtual Museums,
Captured Reality and 3D Modeling,” Journal of Cultural Heritage 45 (2020):
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.culher.2020.04.013.
2

Mark Osterman, “Museums of the Future: Embracing Digital Strategies, Technology and Accessibility,”
Museological Review: Museums of the Future 22 (2018): 10.
3
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analysis that outlines the effects of applied mobile technologies upon their museum and
audiences. Though digital technologies allow for a multi-level social and educational experience
that visitors desire,4 there is the question of which variety of apparatus will most effectively
involve the visitor in the museum space. This issue has become focused in recent years with
institutions looking at the visitor’s cellphone as a platform to host personal engagement,
learning, and input.
As a device that many visitors already bring into the museum, the cellphone can enable
more audience engagement. Cellphones can interact with tech-savvy younger audience members
or people with disabilities that are hindered by the social and built barriers of the traditional
museum. These groups have at times been approached with indifference or bias, resulting in a
gap in the scholarship from museum staff, which has affected professional standard practice. The
bias stems in part from museums’ self-reporting and research on present audiences, where these
groups are already underrepresented.5 This behavior creates a pattern of neglect towards
audience groups that do not always have a strong presence in museum crowds. Furthermore,
these attitudes do little to attract these groups, nor generate specialized efforts to accommodate
them. It is vital to note privately owned institutions have initiated programs to increase
accessibility as is legally required under title III by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
State-owned museums are also obliged to do the same under title II.6 As museums are not only

John Falk and Lynn Dierking, “Enhancing Visitor Interaction and Learning with Mobile Technologies,” in Digital
Technologies and the Museum Experience: Handheld Guides and Other Media, ed. Loïc Tallon and Kevin Walker
(Lanham: AltaMira Press, 2008), 28.
4

Kirsten Drotner, “Our Museum: Studying Museum Communication for Citizen Engagement,” Nordisk Museologi,
no. 2 (2017): 149, https://doi.org/10.5617/nm.6353.
5

U.S. Department of Justice, “Maintaining Accessibility in Museums,” April 29, 2009,
https://www.ada.gov/business/museum_access.htm.
6
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urged but demanded to make accessible options, applicable research and case studies with
underrepresented specific groups would be the most beneficial to fill holes in the professional
literature.
The changing paradigms in museum practice are repositioning the attentions of museums
from the main purpose of maintaining their collections, to an active visitor-based point of view.7
This new mentality supports widespread advances that include new, progressive tools to better
attract and engage audiences. By incorporating the modern cellphone’s capacity to interact with
visitors on an individual basis, museums can allow group members to develop their museum
experience while also maintaining control of the content that is released.
Literature Review
In the past decade, there has been a wealth of literature on digital and mobile
technologies in the museum, such as audio tour devices and tablets. Still, there are few resources
specifically on the application of cellphones in this context. This literature review will center on
studies that are key to understanding digital and mobile technologies while remaining
progressive in demonstrating the value of their recent application. I will begin with an
examination of the latest developments in visitor participation and the evolving requirements of
the visitor in the museum space and then assess the place of digital technologies in contemporary
museums. The focus will subsequently shift to mobile technologies and their use in the museum
context. Though this topic is not explored deeply in the literature, it is crucial to understanding
the direction that museum professionals have taken with digital inclusion. The literature review

Peter Samis and Mimi Michaelson, “Introduction: Setting the Stage,” in Creating the Visitor-Centered Museum
(New York City: Routledge, 2017), 1.
7
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will conclude with an examination of the application of cellphones as tools of engagement. There
will be an emphasis on specific audience segments that museums and professionals have
considered more challenging to engage with by using traditional means.
There are barely half a dozen pieces of prominent scholarship existing on the topic of the
paradigm shift, defined as how the museum has examined and reconsidered its role in society.
This transition into a modern, twenty-first century museum requires changes on multiple levels
from how museums communicate to what they prioritize as an organization.8 Gail Anderson, in
her edited volume, Reinventing the Museum: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives on the
Paradigm Shift presented detailed documentation on these changes in museum standards and
practices. The “reinvented museum” is discussed considerably in a series of essays by key
scholars with a focus on adjustments in how museums communicate and redirect their priorities
including being audience-focused and introducing modern technologies. Though many of these
essays were written before the turn of the century, they summarize the causes that lead to the vast
changes in museum practices that come in future decades, such as complex cases of repatriation
or new forms of dialogue with visitors.9 Authors debate previous methods museums have utilized
to adapt to changing audiences and eras before re-evaluating their roles as stewards and public
figures. Keeping with rising themes in recent literature, essays in this book focus on the
motivations of the visitor. This is a topic that museum scholars are still attempting to understand
the correlations between visitor motivations and their behaviorisms within the museum. 10 It has

Gail Anderson, “Introduction: Reinventing the Museum,” in Reinventing the Museum: Historical and
contemporary Perspectives on the Paradigm Shift, ed. Gail Anderson (Lanham: AltaMira Press, 2004), 1-3.
8

9

Anderson, “Introduction: Reinventing the Museum,” 2.

Siëlle Phelan, Johannes Bauer, and Doris Lewalter, “Visit Motivations: Development of a Short Scale for
Comparison Across Sites,” Museum Management and Curatorship 33, no. 1 (2018): 1-2,
https://doi.org/10.1080/09647775.2017.1389617.
10
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become essential in developing an active experience for them and demonstrating the importance
of audience research. There is an awareness that museum visitors are a conscious group who
bring their mindsets, opinions, and influences into the museum space that affect both how they
interact with it.
Neil Kotler and Philip Kotler probe deeper into why museums wish to engage with larger
audiences and the contemporary pressures of other leisure and recreational venues in their article,
Can Museums Be All Things to All People? Missions, Goals, and Marketing’s Role.11 The
Kotlers briefly discuss the place that modern technologies have in a visitor’s concept of
entertainment and how technology pushes the parameters of the museum in the mind of
museumgoers. Their article is one of the few to suggest strategies to advance and align specific
museum practices with current trends in museology. One of these approaches suggested
including technology seamlessly in the museum space by marketing the museum for
entertainment. Rebranding the museum in this way is one of the more drastic changes to its
customary form, as technology had been previously included for the main purpose of serving a
larger, and more diverse audience. By the Kotlers’ logic, the inclusion of technology does not
need to have one purpose in the museum space. It can be an asset that serves some of the
museum’s more traditional functions, such as community service. An application such as this can
further validate digital inclusion regarding long-term planning. I use this example to outline the
benefits that cellphones can provide beyond personal visitor use. Additionally, I incorporate the
Kotlers’ process of providing criticisms and counter-arguments against their theories. This

Neil Kotler and Philip Kotler, “Can Museums be All Things to All People?: Missions, Goals, and Marketing’s
Role,” Museum Management and Curatorship 18, no. 3 (2000): 271,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09647770000301803; Referenced in Neil Kotler and Philip Kotler, “Can Museums Be All
Things to All People? Missions, Goals, and Marketing’s Role,” in Reinventing the Museum: Historical and
contemporary Perspectives on the Paradigm Shift, ed. Gail Anderson (Lanham: AltaMira Press, 2004), 167.
11
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method is an effective way to demonstrate the advantages of mobile and digital technological
inclusion as it allows for a detailed display of how digital devices impact visitor experiences.
Unlike Anderson and the Kotlers, Graham Black’s The Engaging Museum: Developing
Museums for Visitor Involvement uses quantitative data to act as a model for museums to create a
space that promotes visitor engagement. Black applies his analysis of quantitative data, making a
comprehensive professional practice guide for various institutions.12 To support my points, I will
utilize Black’s research methodology by employing specialized data and case studies of
individual museums. This multi-institutional analysis allows me to use case-specific studies
performed by museums to demonstrate various trends and patterns that appear in a variety of
museums and audiences. Black’s contributions to underrepresented audience groups and
audience segmentation are useful in my discussions on how cellphones can contribute to
museums' engagement with certain visitor groups. Black references the “Visitors’ Bill of
Rights,” which the USA Visitor Services Association produced in 2001, as he explores the issue
of peoples’ needs in the museum space. Black claims that servicing the needs and the
motivations behind the expectations of the museumgoer will result in improving interactions
with various audience segments and demographics, although he admits that a solution to engage
every visitor is unachievable.
A survey given to museum professionals in 2009 by the Center for History and New
Media is one of the earliest pieces of scholarship on how museums adapt to digitization in the
museum field.13 At that time, 67 percent of the respondents claimed to be in the process of or had

Graham Black, “Introduction: Meeting the Demands Placed on the Twenty-First Century Museum,” in The
Engaging Museum: Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement (New York City: Routledge, 2005). 3-4.
12

13

Sharon Leon et al, Mobile for Museums (Fairfax, VA: Center for History and New Media, 2009), 2-3.
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finished implementing a project based on mobile technology. Mobile technology is two-way
communicative, computing devices with networking technology that is available to go with
wherever its user needs it. Currently, this consists of smartphones, tablets, and even watches.14
Around the turn of the century, museums already had cellphone tours, mobile apps, QR codes,
podcasts, etc. which were the most common forms of engagement utilizing the cellphone. One of
the frequent rewards of implementing mobile technologies in the museum space is the visitor’s
ability to utilize their device (with which they are familiar.) Of the museums in the survey that
stated they had mobile content, 70 percent depended on the visitor to provide the device, which
is considered a more efficient and cost-effective alternative to the museum supplying devices.
Several drawbacks of mobile inclusion were mentioned, including cost and staff training which
impeding some institutions from the digitization process. The value of this survey lies in the
suggested implementation of cell phones. Responding institutions indicated that cellphones
should be treated as tools of engagement with audience members, which is the basis of my thesis.
To achieve this effective interaction with museumgoers, museums should develop a variety of
mobile programs as an addition to the physical narrative that is presented and create
opportunities for further educational learning and entertainment.
Ross Perry’s collected volume of articles, lectures, and teachings, Museums and Digital
Culture: New Perspectives and Research, holds a wealth of information, data, and case studies
associated with cultural institutions and digitalization.15 Several chapters offer background
literature relevant to my thesis. Drs. Tula Giannini and Jonathan Bowen’s article “Museums and

IBM, “Mobile Technology: Communicate, Collaborate and Create Using Mobile Devices,”
https://www.ibm.com/topics/mobile-technology.
14

Tula Giannini and Jonathan Bowen, “Preface,” in Museums and Digital Culture: New Perspectives and Research,
ed. Ross Parry (Switzerland: Springer, 2019), ix.
15
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Digitalism” presents digital culture as a part of society that has infiltrated every aspect of modern
life, altering how populations complete even simple tasks.16 The authors demonstrate how
cultural institutions are not excluded from this occurrence and their audience members bring this
digital culture into the museum space regardless of the opinions of museum professionals. This
fact has encouraged, if not forced, staff members such as curators to expand their expertise to
incorporate digital inclusion to achieve greater diversity and encourage active dialogue from
audiences. I use this research to argue that museums cannot continue to commit themselves to
their traditional forms if they wish to engage with a world that is always technologically
advancing.
In the same book, Ross Perry’s essay, “How Museums Made (and Re-Made) Their
Digital User,” categorizes the digital museum visitor as either an “operator,” “individual,” or
“the actant.”17 These labels represent an evolving understanding by museum professionals of the
digital user and how to place them in the context of the museum’s digital and physical space.
Additionally, the labels given to digital users show their capability to personalize their digital
experience as well as their narratives, opinions, and museum experiences.18 The ability of the
museumgoer, as a digital user at least, to model the museum space to their own needs is an
important contribution to the discourse about visitor capabilities and interaction with digital
tools. Furthermore, this behavior can show how different administrative actions and behaviors on

Tula Giannini and Jonathan Bowen, “Museums and Digitalism,” in Museums and Digital Culture: New
Perspectives and Research, ed. Ross Perry (Switzerland: Springer, 2019), 28.
16

The digital user as an operator is explained as part of the digital framework, or in this case the museum’s digital
system. As an individual, the user changes into someone outside of the system. Rising in modern museum’s
perception of the user is the concept of them becoming an actant, which means they become active in the digital
environment of the museum.
17

Ross Perry, “How Museums Made (and Re-Made) Their Digital User,” in Museums and Digital Culture: New
Perspectives and Research, ed. Tula Giannini and Jonathan Bowen (Switzerland: Springer, 2019), 275-276.
18
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behalf of the museum can both initiate and maintain a more active user. The use of digital
technologies as intermediary tools can transform a passive visitor into an active one. This essay
further bolsters my thesis, as it shows that a combination of digital inclusion and emerging
professional practices in how museums view the visitor can make an optimal environment for the
contemporary audience member.
The Brooklyn Museum has collected data from 2008 to 2018 that maps the use rate of
mobile digital projects compared to traditional media in their many engagement ventures.19 It
was found that two percent was the average number of visitors who engaged with several digital
opportunities, such as digital guest books, guided tours, and mobile apps. In such a large
museum that offers permanent and temporary exhibits that span from contemporary to ancient
eras, this low usage of their digital platforms and technologies can be explained by many factors.
Traditional forms of engagement in the museum (comment areas, didactic labels, and guided
tours) are frequently compared to digital points (interactive kiosks, dial-in audio tours, and
mobile apps) for their effectiveness in delivering information, attracting the visitor’s attention,
and maintaining it. In addition to this, the data shows that comparisons such as active or passive
engagement, permanent or special exhibits, and the ability to comment or even create content are
aspects that need to be evaluated as the cause of low visitor interaction with mobile technologies.
This information’s importance to my thesis resides in the data that shows the museum audience’s
ever-changing influence on the outcomes of digital projects. Though the low user rate is
disheartening in the Brooklyn museum case, it was collected over a span of a decade while
museums, and their visitors, have gone through many changes. Nevertheless, the case study

Sara Devine, “Engagement at the Brooklyn Museum: A Case Study of Use Rate and Lessons Learned,” in
Museums and Digital Culture: New Perspectives and Research, ed. Tula Giannini and Jonathan Bowen
(Switzerland: Springer, 2019), 334.
19
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reveals the necessity of museums to incorporate all the factors of their institution into the
projected outcome of their digital projects.
In the article, Re-Conceptualizing Museum Audiences: Power, Activity, and
Responsibility, Dr. Theopisti Stylianou-Lambert draws a unique connection between audience
research and the paradigm shift occurring in museums. Stylianou-Lambert theorizes that while
museums should empower their audiences, there is a danger in romanticizing the energized
museum visitor and ignoring the museum’s personal responsibility to steward education,
information, and discourse.20 The article outlines the basic needs that technology fills for
audiences, such as instant gratification and entertainment. However, Stylianou-Lambert warns
against museums rushing to introduce technologies to audiences they assume want them.
Encouraging active visitors to construct their meanings of experiences, especially with the aid of
technology, brings forth a new issue where audiences may believe that all experiences within the
museum space are equal and valid. This mentality can create a precedent of how visitors should
enjoy their museum experience, intimidating others from entering the museum environment, and
diminishing the power of individuals to personalize their visit. Despite the optimism of this
practice, it should not be approached by the museum forcing a guiding hand to maintain order.
The argument presented by Stylianou-Lambert contradicts most literature on the active audience
member. Moreover, her claim supports one aspect of my thesis that argues that museums should
remain aware of their position in society. Institutions should not be neutral concerning social or
political issues nor allow the possibility of negative and hurtful tropes to proliferate while

Theopisti Stylianou-Lambert, “Re-Conceptualizing Museum Audiences: Power, Activity, Responsibility,” Visitor
Studies 13, no. 2 (2010): 130, https://doi.org/10.1080/10645578.2010.509693.
20
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promoting free choice and activity to their audiences. The traditional roles of the museum as
steward, educator, and public service provider remain central.
An emerging topic in the literature is the expanded accessibility provided by technology,
especially the increasing use of popular mobile technologies. Eleanor Lisney, Jonathan Bowen,
Kirsten Hearn, and Maria Zedda’s article, “Museums and Technology: Being Inclusive Helps
Accessibility for All,” suggests how the implementation of both digital and mobile technologies
can benefit audience members with mental, physical, or developmental disabilities.21 Their
solutions are presented as low-cost and inclusive and will be discussed further in my research as
effective implementations that will broadly benefit people with disabilities in the museum space.
One of the more elusive audience groups is the younger generation, from ages thirteen to
nineteen. Dr. Vasiliki Tzibazi, who specializes in social work, education, and community
wellbeing, researches this younger audience demographic who has traditionally been excluded
from the narrative and experience presented by museums.22 The issue of young people being
under-represented in the museum space, which causes them to see the institution as not designed
for them, has been crucial to institutions trying to attract a wider audience. The contribution of
this article is the participatory action research (PAR) approach in engaging these younger
audiences. The PAR approach has been used to address current events, such as social justice
movements, from the perspective of museumgoers. This approach involves viewing the
museum’s control of knowledge from the position of the public to overturn unequal balances of
power. Remaining impartial to these life-changing events that influence their visitors has placed

Eleanor Lisney et al, “Museums and Technology: Being Inclusive Helps Accessibility for All,” Curator: The
Museum Journal 54, no. 3 (2013): 353, https://doi.org/10.1111/cura.12034.
21

Vasiliki Tzibazi, “Participatory Action Research with Young People in Museums,” Museum Management and
Curatorship 28, no. 2 (2013): 153, https://doi.org/10.1080/09647775.2013.776800.
22
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institutions and their internal practices under scrutiny. Tzibazi agrees with the PAR approach but
advocates that the museum can be more than an educational device for young people. Museums
need to transform into institutions that not only aid in the development of young people but allow
them to have an active voice as museum visitors. In the context of my research, this provides a
foundation for why cellphones can ease this transition for museums since younger audiences are
perceived as digital natives. Additionally, due to the role cellphones have in how young adults
access information as well as construct their identities, these generations already view the
cellphone as a powerful asset.
Methodology
There is research on the inclusion of digital technologies in museums in abundance.
Frequent topics in the literature are augmented and virtual reality, mobile applications (apps),
and gamification. Studies typically concentrate on the audience of one museum or a few in the
proximity of one another in a city, limiting the application and practicality of the study’s findings
to the field. Further research and exploration of these topics as they apply to multiple institutions
and audience segments can lay the foundation for more specialized studies into different
technologies and their impact. Museums must start from scratch and explore the benefits and
drawbacks of mobile digital technologies personally before applying them in their specific
museum environment to ensure that digital projects are effective in fulfilling their personal needs
and that of their audiences’. Because of the financial demands this research requires, it poses a
further obstacle for smaller museums exploring their digital options. Additionally, there is little
research on the rationale, goals, and collective positive and negative effects of using cellphones
to encourage museum visitors to be active participants in their experience and engage more with
the institution. The purpose of this thesis is to examine how museums’ application of cellphone
12

technology can encourage active visitor participation in the museum experience and assist
museums to engage more efficiently with the contemporary museum audience member. As this
research is conducted, it will be guided by the following research questions:
1. Has the paradigm shift from a collection-based focused to a visitor-based focused
museum experience supported the use of a cellphone to encourage a participatory and
engaging visitor encounter?
2. Are cellphones an appropriate tool to elicit the above-stated experiences, and how have
institutions dealt with them in the museum space in the past?
3. Are there specific digital programs (i.e., mobile apps, gamification, or augmented reality)
that use cellphones as a platform that are more effective in achieving these experiences?
4. Can cellphones contribute to more inclusivity and accessibility between museums and
underrepresented groups such as younger audiences (ages thirteen to nineteen), older
adults (sixty-five and above), or those with physical, mental, or developmental
disabilities?
5. What are the most effective practices for implementing cellphone-based technologies in
the museum context based on successful case studies from the cross-institutional research
pool?
Literature in museum practices benefits significantly from research that encompasses
drawbacks and advantages of cellphones and the software programs they support. This research
aims to furnish a corpus on the current issues of cellphone inclusion in the museum space, as
well as data on how today’s museums are implementing mobile content via specific applications
or digital programs. There will also be a focus on the motivations of museum visitors as to why
they would prefer to interact with mobile technologies. By employing case studies and in-depth

13

research, I will provide insights that go beyond the existing scholarship. This thesis will include
effective implementations of cellphone-based programs in everyday museum practices and
reactionary responses to a crisis will be discussed. These examples will demonstrate what models
are successful with contemporary museum visitors, including those in unique and marginalized
audience groups. This information is presented and developed for museums that lack a current
plan for digital and mobile technology inclusion with various financial and staffing restraints.
Organization
Chapter One, “The Era of the Contemporary Museum and the Active Visitor,” will focus
on the formation of the modern, visitor-centric museum, key pioneering factors that initiated this
change from the traditional collection-focused institution, in practices amongst museum
professionals, the incentives for this shift, and the benefits of heightened engagement with
visitors. A discussion on the importance and rise of the active visitor who wants more control of
their museum experience demonstrates the need for evolving professional practices. Chapter One
will also illustrate how this sequence of events encouraged the introduction of digital
technologies such as cellphones. Since the early 20 th century, museums constructed the
narratives that their visitors participate in and assumed what museumgoers would both enjoy and
be interested in. The resulting disinterest in museums led museums to find mediums that would
attract visitors effectively, while also gathering input about what museumgoers desire from
modern institutions.
Chapter Two, “The Cellphone and the Museum Experience,” will rigorously discuss the
history of the cellphone’s application in the museum environment alongside other mobile digital
technologies and the overall benefits of cellphones, both in normal operation and times of crisis.
Counterarguments against the frequent complaints that museum professionals have against
14

cellphones such as how they pose as distractions or take control of content from the museum will
be included. After the assessment of the cellphone’s already influential presence in both society
within and outside the museum walls, this chapter will introduce the cellphone as a further asset
by noting its capabilities as a platform for numerous other digital programs to launch. These
programs will be reviewed individually in Chapters Three and Four. Furthermore, this analysis
will identify the additional advantages of the cellphone by discussing its applications in the
recent events surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic.
Chapter Three, “Bring Your Museum Tool,” focuses on the application of three common
types of digital software and hardware programs that rely on the modern cellphone for utilization
in the museum space: mobile apps, QR codes, and augmented reality. Based on research
gathered from various case studies that are cross-institutional, this chapter will discuss specific
digital applications’ overall effects on museum audience engagement. Any consistent drawbacks
and positive attributes of the digital application will be noted as well as optimal uses based on
successful cases. The museum mobile app will be introduced as the most familiar and widely
implemented cellphone tool. Second, the QR code, which acts as a connection between the
physical world and the digital landscape, will be reviewed as well as its operational relationship
with mobile apps. Case studies will show the successful application of QR codes and their
capabilities to aid visitors. Finally, augmented reality’s working relationship with both QR codes
and mobile apps, which aid in functionality for users, will be examined to demonstrate the
interconnectivity that is possible with museum visitors.
Chapter Four, “The Cellphone’s Recent Developments as an Engagement Tool,” will
further discuss digital programs using the cellphone within the museum space and visitor
engagement that museums have only recently begun to explore. This chapter will survey social
15

media apps, gamification, and crowdsourcing. Utilizing relevant case studies, this chapter will
analyze both the positive and negative attributes to better understand the effects of implementing
these cell phone-based programs. There will be a specific emphasis on the effort of museums to
involve visitors at multiple levels as consumers, contributors, learners, and even gamers. Finally,
based on an extensive multi-institutional examination of relatable case studies, features that lead
to successful implementation and higher engagement with marginalized groups like young
adults, will be discussed with proposed models of administration.
The thesis concludes with a reconsideration of the goals of this research by revisiting the
five questions that guided this study. This review will demonstrate that cellphones have a
significant, needed role within the museum space. As outlined in this study, museums have the
capability, at any capacity, to integrate technologies into their institutions, which has become a
necessity as society technologically advances. Finally, further implications for the topic of this
research will be examined to aid in guiding future discussion about the relevancy of cellphones
in museums as tools of engagement, entertainment, and education. The general lack of
scholarship that addresses museum visitor motivations, new mobile technologies, and the
benefits gained for specific underrepresented audience groups from the adoption of cellphones
within the museum defines the need for further research.
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Chapter One: The Era of the Contemporary Museum and the Active Visitor
In the twenty-first century, modern museums are being pressured to change how they
interact and engage with the public due to the desire of audience members to have a more active
place in the museum experience.1 This pressure is being applied from many different fronts. As
institutions, museums are having to compete with other entertainment industries, producing
experiences that are both educational and enjoyable to the contemporary visitor.2 By becoming
an attraction, museums will be able to draw in more diverse audiences. Moreover, the multiple
ways information is delivered to museumgoers have been the basis of the traditional museum
experience, yet this practice has also come under questioning during a new era.3 To engage the
modern audience, museums must now take on a more social role and act as hosts to
conversations that involve a multitude of groups and cultures, not just sporadic individuals. 4 As
a field, museums are having to incorporate new procedures involving diversity and inclusion,5
the active museumgoer,6 and modern technology. The new visitor-focused approach, resulting in
a “new museology,” that is popular among museums today is the direct result of a paradigm shift
that supports this transition from a mentality of leading museum curators and staff that has
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previously focused museums on their collections. This shift in priorities forces museums to
reevaluate how they interact with their audiences and communities.
The Paradigm Shift
This paradigm shift is somewhat controversial as it conflicts with the traditional purposes
that museums have adhered to since their conception. Joseph Veach Noble, former president of
the American Association of Museums outlined the conventional functions of the museum in his
1970 manifesto. The museum’s essential concerns include collection, conservation, study,
interpretation, and exhibiting.7 All of these duties are referencing the objects that museums hold
and their contribution of knowledge to the public.8 Even in their traditional roles, museums have
always claimed to be a benefit to the public. These tasks support the original concept of the
collection-focused museum, but this resulted in dissatisfaction by a more socially aware audience
concerned with the potential cultural superiority held by cultural institutions.9 The Dutch
museologist Peter van Mensch, a professor of Cultural Heritage at Amsterdam School of Arts,
outlined the changes of these functions in the contemporary paradigm. He narrows the museum’s
obligations down to preservation, study, and communication.10 Regarding collecting and
interpretation, aspects considered vital to the former paradigm, museums may still incorporate
them as they change to an audience-based focus. As this paradigm shift takes hold of the
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museum world, institutions must find new innovative ways to interact with their visitors,
shedding the traditional object-focused mentality. In turn, visitors have come to desire a more
active part in the construction of their museum experience. This requires museums to adapt
rapidly to various internal changes, including the introduction of modern technologies that can
have a place in supporting these adjustments.
With the paradigm transformation, which first began at the end of the twentieth century,
comes the emerging concept of meaning-making and its relationship with museumgoers.
Meaning-making is a process where both society and individuals will attach multiple values to an
object. In traditional museums, the meaning that visitors create is typically affixed to the
narrative that the object is already provided with by the museum, with the value being in the
object and not the experience the visitor gains from interacting with it.11 The difference in recent
practices that strive for more active museum visitors is that they are to create their own museum
experience based on personal contexts, motivations, and inquiries.12 Both the current and longstanding practices of museums are being questioned by the public as to how information is being
exchanged seems to no longer be efficient. In turn, this problem reflects on the role of museums
in society. While there are many genres of museums, their social roles are the same: contributing
to public education and cultural preservation.13 It has been standard for museums to complete
these goals by focusing heavily on collection stewardship and maintenance.
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Collection stewardship includes, but is not limited to, object preservation,
deaccessioning, emergency planning, proper insurance, and collection availability to the public. 14
The discourse about collection stewardship extends into the current discussions about how
museums communicate with their audiences. When a museum constructs an exhibit, it
corresponds with its audience members via a narrative that the objects display. Curators produce
and develop meanings that they wish to communicate to an audience, which in turn narrows the
focus of attention of visitors as they follow the narrative constructed for them.15 Audience
members are no longer content with this approach as it influences the process of meaningmaking that visitors are supposed to direct. Furthermore, most museums display their artifacts in
exhibits that are disassociated from their original historical context, further restricting the story
that museum objects can display. Instead of projecting the institution’s modern values and
society, museums are now trying to display their artifacts in a less isolated environment. 16 A new
practice can include steps to use an appropriate dialogue when discussing a particular culture and
exhibit objects in an environment that exemplifies the culture to which they belong.
The shift in collection stewardship has also come to include not only researchers and
museum staff but also the public who desire easier access to history and heritage. Underuse by
the public is just one of the many issues that museums have regarding their growing collections.
In Europe, this problem persists in some of the oldest museums.17 How museums communicate
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with their audience directly has been the role most drastically affected by the paradigm shift.
External pressures from the public, such as a decrease in visitor attendance and an increase in
visitor dissatisfaction with established museum practices, from the public have caused internal
changes being made by museum professionals. The outcome is museums changing how they
view the position of the audience member. Current literature in audience research demonstrates
that there are different approaches to gratifying the museum visitor in the future.18
When accepted and adapted to, the paradigm shift is vital to how museums will operate in
the coming years. Museums have come to notice that they only attract a narrow
sociodemographic group of visitors that primarily consists of those in higher socio-economic and
educated groups.19 This issue is a result of many visitors believing that the museum is not an
institution made for them. It can be reasoned that many museums were not developing
themselves to be a service to the public. Museum staff focused on objects within a collection,
presenting them as they saw fit, and assuming exhibitions would benefit those who visited. 20
Complaints with this type of museum-visitor interaction do not disregard the importance of
cultural perpetuation, where museums acted as catalysts to transfer knowledge and values to the
next generation. The new model for museums claims that, though still effective, objects may not
be the most efficient way to provide information to the public.21 New generations expect the
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traditional role of education from museums, but also sensationalism22 (though seen as
unsophisticated by many) has an added allure of excitement and entertainment for the museum
visitor. Additionally, visitors and advocates alike demand more access to these collections that
inevitably affects how museums have customarily stewarded their collections. Today’s curators
deal with a “crisis of accumulation of the past”23 in which their institutions are still trying to cope
with the influx of acquisitions that happened in the 1970s and 1980s.24 This matter leaves a large
portion of collections hidden away from the public’s eye, which is another example of museums
deciding what their audience members wish to see. Practices such as this face criticism by both
professional and non-professional audiences who want to have more contact with the collections
that museums either guard heavily or do not allow into circulation as exhibits.25
Museums are shedding an authoritarian way of practice and incorporating other
sociological elements to present institutions and exhibitions that are socially conscious. 26 These
elements can include social and political issues as well as visitor demographics such as their
financial or ethnic backgrounds. Topics that are social or political can cover anything from
protests sparked by racial injustice to a presidential election while visitor demographics can
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include their race, economic status, or age. These influences affect both the audience and the
institution. Clear discourses around social, historical, and cultural differences are rendered into
exhibition displays and narratives, where what divides society is highlighted.27 It is undeniable
that museums have a distinct platform that they can utilize. Museums have evolved from
presenting values, attitudes, and assumptions28 that they believe identify their audience members.
Instead, there has been a shift in professional practices where curators and museum staff are
allowing the visitor to identify themselves in the context of the museum. The result has been a
broadening of the number of museumgoers who can relate to exhibitions, an issue that frequently
kept audiences away. Accepting that visitors have personal narratives that they bring into the
museum is the first step towards a unique experience that they can construct themselves. 29 This
new working policy pushes against the neutrality toward social issues on which museums usually
stand. Traditionally, museum professionals have wanted to treat the museum space as a place of
reverence and untouchable isolation.30 By shedding the illusion that museums can be impartial,
they can continue to relate to the public. Accepting this shift not only in professional practice
within museums but in the changes of their audience will keep them from slipping into
irrelevance.
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New Museology
A common theme in the “new museology” 31 is the desire of visitors to be “active.” An
active role is the public being both visitors to the institution and a collaborator amongst the
museum’s curatorial functions.32 The involvement of a visitor is variable; their choice of entering
the institution also alters the narrative with which they are presented. Up to this point of the
paradigm shift, museums have settled with their set demographic of those who choose to come to
a museum, which is typically those with an educational motivation or an older generation who
enjoy the secluded, isolated silence of the museum space.33 A stamp of validation comes from
the museum, where a person may become cultured and intelligent by viewing exhibitions. 34 In
the contemporary age, this situation is reversed. The museum requires the visitor to fill and fund
their halls and exhibitions. A new attitude has led the public to gauge the modern museum’s
place in their daily “leisure” time, which is the availability of residual time not dedicated to
obligations involving work or family.35 Cultural institutions must contend with the other
activities with which visitors would rather fill this leisure time. This issue has led to museums
maintaining various commodities, including current technologies and blockbuster events to keep
the public’s attention.36 Common applications include ways for audiences to give feedback on
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exhibits and programs, make active decisions, outreach programs, and the ability to assemble
their museum experience. Changes such as this allow audience members to engage in the process
of self-identification and meaning-making on their terms.37
By giving a visitor a more active role within the institution, museums must recognize that
it is not entirely possible to engage all members of their audience. Creating programs and
exhibitions that are not for a generalized group that museums have claimed are their main
visitors is an inclusive step to making more audience members less passive. This interaction is
supported by visitors connecting with familiar facets in an exhibit that represents their own
identity, culture, or societal interests. After this initial point of engagement, visitors are open to
the various social interactions, educational opportunities, and interactive experiences the
museum provides. Incorporating the interests, motives, and needs of sub-groups into the museum
and its exhibitions is the spark for making a visitor more involved.38 To accomplish this, cultural
institutions need to understand whom their audience groups are comprised of and what they are
interested in. Audience research allows a museum to identify unique qualities in an audience,
that can affect a museumgoer’s visitation.39 Currently, audience research has limitations to what
it can contribute to broader subjects. Most investigations are carried out with a specific topic or
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operation,40 demographic label, educational engagement, or single visit participants.41
Regardless, models of visitor behavior and demands based on patterns found within various
studies have been developed.
The Contextual Model of Learning is an example of an ongoing framework based on the
ever-changing context of museum education.42 There are multiple levels of sway that audience
members will bring with them into a meaning-making situation. On a personal level, individual
histories influence the visitor, such as previous experience or knowledge. Next, the sociocultural
factors, including aspects of one’s culture or place in society, will direct how the visitor engages
with exhibitions and the museum. Last, all engagement happens in the physical context of a
museum. How an institution presents itself, from climate control to space, affects a visitor’s
interaction with their environment.43 Despite this model being based in a learning context, it is
still applicable since many museums remain dedicated to being educational. This theory
exemplifies that even specific studies and audience research done by institutions on their unique
communities can be beneficial. Many museums hold the same goals, though how they wish to
achieve them differs. Previous cases of audience research offer patterns of behavior that
museums can use to understand the basic motivations and influences of general audiences. From
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there, an institution can hone onto more elusive demographics of their audience with a
specialized study.
In addition to understanding the behaviors of audiences is the need to execute platforms
that interact with visitors on a level they desire. There has already been resounding success in
terms of digital application to this new reality within the museum world. While Chapters Three
and Four explore in more detail the application of specific technologies involved with
cellphones, it is necessary to acknowledge the technological revolution that has inserted itself
into museums in general. The combination of digital tools and “new museology” has changed
collection stewardship, public interaction, and other internal processes to fit a new reality where
technology acts as a medium for how many people receive and interpret information. Similar to
other aspects of the shift, museums have accepted technology to various degrees. Digital tools
have been stereotyped as expensive, unfamiliar, and even high-risk resources that would require
further skill and training from museum staff.44 Even outside the museum, new devices and
technologies are distractions from physical, customary experiences.45 To a museum holding onto
the traditional collection-based mentality, this is counter-productive. Technology will advance
the museum’s abilities beyond what is possible with a single object46 and the physical institution
alone.
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Modern museology has gone through an unprecedented change since the end of the last
century. A visitor-focused mentality has resulted in museums seeing their audience members
differently. This new practice requires institutions to develop new procedures and introduce new
technologies. Due to a lack of preparation or even acceptance of this paradigm shift, many
museums still struggle to cope. To ease the transition, museums should explore the many
characteristics, influences, and needs of their visitors through audience research. Examples of
effective research can include examinations done by other institutions, as these studies may offer
valuable patterns on certain demographics or sociocultural groups. Once needs are identified, it
will be necessary to explore new forms of engagement that fulfill the audience’s requirements.
To achieve further engagement, museums may require the incorporation of modern technology,
as this is something practical and familiar to visitors today. Regardless of the steps a museum
takes to ensure a clear line of effective communication with its audience and community, a
traditional approach will no longer be effective or accepted.
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Chapter Two: The Cellphone and the Museum Experience
In the United States alone, around 96 percent of Americans own a cellphone, with 86
percent having at least one smartphone.1 Digital culture has become the norm in societies that
desire to remain “connected” and have instant access to an abundance of information, accurate or
not. The smartphone’s ability to engage with the Internet and social media platforms allows users
to participate in unique spaces that enable sharing. Many have associated this type of sharing
with creativity, active participation, and various forms of identity agency.2 The virtual world has
aided innumerable people in developing their own personal, social, and cultural identities by
supporting countless connections across communities and access to information. Museums
attempting to integrate new technologies into their space is not a new trend, and it has only
grown as modern technologies develop. This progress warrants a further discussion about the
numerous benefits of digital technologies, especially the cellphone, as an asset for relationship
building between museums and their audiences.3
The cellphone is a familiar and readily available technology to many museum visitors.
Museums, galleries, and libraries have begun to research ways to profit from the dependence
audience members have on their mobile devices as well as the possibilities cellphones offer.
Normally, cellphones can assist museum visitors with many of their informational requests,
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activities, and initial engagements with the modern museum. As museums begin to integrate the
visitor’s cellphone into museum spaces, some concerns are raised by professional staff. In the
context of the museum, cellphones are typically used for personal photography4 which can be
intrusive on the customary museum experience by some professionals.5 Museums that instigate a
policy of no cellphone use or personal photography are likely to alienate visitors.
Many modern museumgoers use their cellphones and personal photography in the
process of their social interaction or meaning-making, which is a term used to describe how
people understand their environment and lives through personal influences such as their
experiences, beliefs, and knowledge.6 The physical interaction between visitor and display is
deepened by the use of mobile technology, as museumgoers utilize photography or video
recording to construct their narrative out of what is present in the museum space. 7 Additionally,
there are worries of excluding those who enter the museum's space with no desire to incorporate
digital technology, including families or individuals who do not have the access nor time to
achieve cellphone use competency. Creating an experience that is digitally inclusive, but not
exclusive to those who do desire the traditional museum experience, will ensure that the
narrative of the museum is incorporating the needs and desires of as wide of an audience as
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possible. Despite claimed drawbacks and hesitation from museum professionals, cellphones
already have a place in museums as equipment visitors use in their daily lives.
Benefits of the Cellphone
Benefits to implementing cellphone usage in the museum environment include easier
access to museum exhibits and collections, personal relevance, and interactivity.8 Museum staff
has begun to recognize the valuable resource that is walking in with their visitors. In a 2015
survey conducted by the Center for History and New Media, 67 percent of the museums who
responded stated that they were developing mobile content or had already introduced one to their
audience.9 To understand a cellphone’s place in the museum, it is important to evaluate its value
in society in general. Mobile devices, especially smartphones, are seen by many users not only as
a form of communication but as a portal to instant information.10 From this attitude that society
already has regarding cellphones, museums can similarly use them to better fill the individual
needs of their audience members. As stated in Chapter One, the public’s desire to have more
casual access to museum collections has spurred changes in the practice of cultural institutions.
Collections have been traditionally unavailable to more diverse groups of researchers or
interested parties. Digitization of collections must address this issue as digital inclusion allows
for global access to collections.11 To make museum collections more accessible and support
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unique interactions with them, museums have also turned to cellphones. As previously stated,
users already utilize cellphones to discover and search for new information.12 Numerous
museums have turned to mobile apps to give visitors access to not only objects that are exhibited,
but those that are in storage. Large institutions such as the British Museum, the Louvre, and the
Metropolitan Museum of Art (the Met) utilize mobile apps this way. Collection images are
shown on the apps in high-resolution with a brief didactic passage. The British Museum and the
Met also have a feature that allows the user to discover related information on the object they are
viewing and share personal favorites with others on social media platforms.13 Visitors are then
able to discuss the collection, have access to more information about their favorite objects and
exhibits, and even be inspired to create art of their own. A successful application is further
guaranteed when the museum adapts the cellphone as an interpretive device to further the
experience of the visitor and assist in their meaning-making process.14
The ability of the visitor to make the museum experience personal is key to the
engagement process within museum content and its exhibits. Instead of simply receiving
information, visitors develop a multitude of individual interpretations 15 thus giving them an
active role in constructing their museum experience. Mobile technologies now offer new paths
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for museums to personally connect their visitors with content.16 Common platforms for this type
of engagement are through a museum’s mobile app that invites active participation with an
institution’s collection.17 Furthermore, the use of social media via mobile apps has become a
popular activity for users on their cellphones, especially the platforms such as Facebook and
Instagram.18 Interesting trends arise in visitor use of social media, personal photography, and
meaning-making. Social media consists of websites and mobile applications that enable users to
create content and exchange it with an international audience. Based on these features, social
media acts as an effective platform for individual engagement with the museum space, as
digitization has allowed for civic, social, political, cultural, and other types of open participation
on media platforms. 19 Museums can use this established social environment to maintain
discourses on topics that their visitors wish to engage in, discarding the previous neutral position
of museums. From June 16th to 22nd in 2020, the Pew Research Center surveyed 4,708 U.S.
adults on how they were using social media. Of those interviewed, 36 percent of users were
using social media to make posts to show their support of a social or political cause, 35 percent
looked for information on rallies or protests, and 32 percent encouraged others to act on issues
they saw as important.20 Based on the social and political climate of 2020, these social and
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political areas are topics that visitors want to engage in, especially within museums that house
physical culture and history that can activate these conversations.
Cellphones can also be effective for museums that wish to aid and attract
underrepresented audience groups. Some of the prevalent topics discussed today involve the
social movements that concern raising awareness of social identities and roles with which people
identify. These social identities have always been present, but there has never been a platform as
wide-reaching as the modern cellphone, which has global access and appeal. Steady
advancements in digital technologies since the 1990s have allowed these groups to share their
stories with a global audience.21 The museum space reflects the dynamics of the world outside it,
whether it is brought in by visitors or displayed to them as an exhibition. Museums can greatly
affect their audiences, by either educating them on topics or allowing an open forum where
current issues can be discussed. Beyond this personal influence, they can act as a facilitator for
social understanding for communities and create more equal societies.22 To encourage this
process, museums have developed governing practices and programs that develop an inclusive
experience, but though these efforts increase audience numbers, it frequently fails to change its
diversity.23 Mobile technologies, such as cellphones, have been a favorite with museum
professionals due to their accessibility and many use them. These tools provide more active,
quick feedback from audiences, compared to the traditional surveys and questionnaires.
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Museums use these forms of feedback to acquire information from specific visitor groups to
involve them in the design process of exhibits and the museum space.24 Cellphones, as well as
other mobile devices, can allow the user to adjust multiple settings that make the device more
accessible to the user’s needs. Due to these capabilities, museums have the chance to reach out to
a variety of groups that have been underrepresented in their audience populations.
There are international initiatives to foster inclusivity and ease of access in learning and
museum environments. The ARCHES project, which stands for “Accessible Resources for
Cultural Heritage EcoSystems,” is a prime example of a program that is trying to join the
abilities of various technologies to support the needs of people with disabilities. The project uses
technological advances such as 3-D modeling and barrier-free apps which have been co-designed
by 200 people with disabilities throughout Europe. Four participatory research groups within
ARCHES aid developers and researchers in creating digital and mobile programs to promote
accessibility in the modern museum.25 The ARCHES project estimates that their three-year
timeline will produce publications, guidelines, apps, multisensory material, and games to aid
museums in inclusion and supporting the access preferences of people.26 The approach of
projects such as this is not to develop tools that will categorize museumgoers by their disability,
but instead, by what the museum can do to support accessibility. These same features can be
useful for everyone who wants to receive and interact with the museum space and narrative.
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Tools such as the cellphone have capabilities that allow this new mindset to become a reality as
they have a mixture of personal preference settings and advanced mobile technology. Outside the
museum, cellphones are already being utilized in a manner that supports the accessibility needs
of their user, which demonstrates a transfer into the institution of space would not be as difficult
as museum staff and professionals would imagine.
Generally, the cellphone has many features that are already available to people with
disabilities. To discuss how museums can utilize these features to benefit marginalized groups, it
is necessary to briefly discuss mobile technology elements that support accessibility. Since
Apple launched its iPhone 3GS, screen readers have been incorporated into smartphone
Operating Systems (OS) to aid users to better interact with the device and have control over the
OS and mobile applications (apps). The software mainly assists by detecting texts and commands
on the cellphone’s screen and announcing them to the user via text-to-speech.27 Within the
museum space, text-to-speech programs are useful for the capability to read text aloud for blind
or visually impaired visitors, translate speech into text or sign language for the hard of hearing or
deaf,28 language conversion for foreign visitors,29 or articulate text for readers with
developmental disabilities. Museumgoers who have mobility impairments can benefit from the
GPS technology within smartphones as it allows for them to navigate at their own pace and tailor
tours to their interests without being required to keep up with tour groups. Content can be
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automatically displayed on their screens as a visitor passes a certain exhibit that acts as a trigger
point for the GPS.30
Though the cellphone does much to aid the visitor, it also assists the cultural institution in
addressing the issue of museum accessibility. Museums have the charge of making their spaces,
material, and programs available to as many people as possible,31 but that becomes more
complex depending on the specific needs of some visitors. There are requirements of inclusivity
that museum professionals and staff could see as an issue, such as extra financial cost or hiring of
specially trained staff. Regardless, the museum space needs to be as accessible to as many people
as it can be, and museums have technologies available that could shift the costs and pressures off
their shoulders. As previously stated in this thesis, visitors are entering the museum with their
cellphones, which have shown to be both an active and affordable tool to museums. By tapping
this resource, accessibility can become attainable for more museums who wish to better serve
their audiences.
Cellphones and COVID-19
Recent events have also shown the cellphone’s ability to aid museums during a crisis,
acting as a place of contact and a tool to assist in enforcing safety regulations. In late 2019 and
throughout 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has swept through the world. It is a highly contagious
infection of the upper respiratory tract that is spreading as easily as influenza strains or the
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common cold.32 To stifle the spread of the virus, both self and official quarantines were
mandated. With an overwhelming amount of physical isolation, much of society turned to the
digital world to serve their need for socialization. This unprecedented time has left many
institutions, especially museums, floundering to survive in a world that does not accommodate
the traditional relationship between museums and their audiences. The Network of European
Museum Organizations conducted a study in Europe in 2020, with 92 percent of European
museums reporting that they had closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.33 When museums were
finally permitted to open, mostly out of financial pressures, it was at a limited capacity. Audience
members and staff were required to wear masks and remain at least six feet apart, large groups
were restricted, and small spaces could only hold a certain number of people. Such restrictions
diminished the museum environment that supports social and educational interaction as there
were no guided tours, interactive activities, or lectures authorized in this new reality.
Implementing digital technologies, especially cellphones, is an effective step in
countering the fallout of crises such as COVID-19. As museums were initially closed, many have
come to depend on social media and mobile apps to survive. For example, state museums in Italy
began utilizing their social media platforms as more than mere instruments of communication
but to make information more broadly available. Museums across the country doubled their posts
in April 2020 on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, providing content such as interviews, virtual
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treasure hunts, and virtual guided tours led by museum directors.34 In turn, the social interactions
from the public spiked.35
Mobile apps are also supported by the museumgoer’s cellphone which will be discussed
in detail in Chapters Three and Four. Museums such as the Yale University Art Gallery and the
White House Historical Association implemented their museum app’s digital tour features to
allow visitors to carry out curated tours, safely from home. Positive opinions of digital activities
such as these are that they are a safe, entertaining way to escape the stress of professional and
educational pressures that are on technological outlets because of COVID-19.36 In turn,
museumgoers also save the cost of having to travel to a museum or can see collections that are
not near them.37 In addition to virtual tours, access to everything a museum has to offer, such as
recorded events, financial donations, and museum updates, is available through mobile
applications.38 Utilizing popular platforms, such as social media and mobile apps, has proven to
be a successful line of engagement, leading museums to rethinking their prior use of these
outlets. Furthermore, cellphones proved to be useful as museums re-opened during the COVID19 pandemic. Due to safety regulations, services such as guided tours and loanable tour devices
were no longer available to museum visitors. The use of mobile apps to deliver guided tours was
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a tactic already being used by museums, with audio tours having been given through cellphones
since the 2000s.39 Using these digital guides to replace docents and guide devices will aid
museums in their adherence to safety regulations in the future. Mobile apps also allow for a
reduction in contact due to their ability to give the user instant access to the general information
about a museum. The mobile app is typically the museum website reproduced into a format
acceptable for the standard cellphone.40 These examples support the modern museum’s goals of
sustaining a place of social and educational growth, even when the physical institution is
unavailable.
COVID-19 has shown the adaptability of museums, but also the need for preparedness
plans that incorporate digital technologies when museums disconnect from their communities. A
preparedness plan highlights the weak points within an institution that an emergency can
exacerbate. This plan outlines ways to prevent or lessen effects, coordinate staff duties, and a
recovery plan.41 Though these plans are commonly developed to alleviate the fallout of events
like natural disasters or human activity,42 events like COVID-19 threaten museums too since
without the financial support and physical presence of the visitor, museums lack both support
and purpose. The American Alliance of Museums, an organization that represents the
professional museum community, surveyed on June 8, 2020 of 750 museum directors. Of those
who responded, 33 percent of their institutions are at a high risk of permanent closure with 87
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percent claiming that their museums had only a year or less of financial reserves. Interestingly,
75 percent of these directors said that their museums used virtual educational programs to reach
their audiences, especially students, parents, and teachers. 43
To support themselves financially, there are cases of museums monetizing this digital
content. For example, the Mattatuck Museum in Connecticut physically shut its doors in March
2020 but has remained virtually active, charging a ten-dollar fee for Murder Mystery events.
Other museums are offering virtual memberships with inclusive digital content at a fee, such as
the Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh which hosts members-only digital events while their
museum is closed.44 Though these examples are a general argument for the aid digital
technologies can give during a crisis, there are no reasons why the presence of personal mobile
devices such as cellphones cannot be always included as museums have shown their malleability
when it comes to technology.
The fears of museum staff should be addressed regarding the negative impact of
cellphones in a museum environment, as these are the professionals that understand the
framework of their institutions best. There is an outdated assumption by traditional museologists
that the museum space is meant to be free of technology. Even in the modern era, some museums
rarely approve of visitors taking photographs and even discourage cellphone use.45 The most
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widespread application of cellphones in the museum is their use in visitor personal photography.
Some curators and directors would define cellphones and personal photography as intrusive,
superficial, and noisy. Quiet contemplation, they believe, is required to observe exhibits and
objects.46 Arguably, this is not how visitors create experiences. If the museum aims to create
meaning-making moments, in which visitors will include personal influences in their
interpretation of the museum environment, they need to understand how visitors individually do
this, even outside the museum walls. Mementos such as photographs not only document an event
but aid visitors to process it.47 Moreover, visitors desire to prove that they have traveled to
distant destinations and enjoyed different cultures. They will post their photographs of these
experiences on popular social media sites. This kind of exposure can allow museums to explore
visitor encounters and level of engagement within the institution using metadata associated with
location, time, user profiles, hashtags, and readily available analytics.48 Such media exposure can
also increase the online presence of the museum without the active participation of its staff.
Another negative assumption about cellphones, even outside the museum, is that they
distract visitors from their physical surroundings. A study University of Pittsburgh associate
professors Drs. Fang-Yi Flora Wei, Y. Ken Wang, and Michael Klausner49 showed that audience
groups, such as college students, have difficulty incorporating new information when using their
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cellphones in educational situations. Between the need to update social media platforms, answer
emails, send texts, and instant messages (IMs), cellphones frequently require their users to switch
from reality to digital reality.50 For a more general audience, another survey was conducted by
Asurian, a technology insurance company, from August 18th to 20th in 2019, which revealed that
1,998 U.S. smartphone users who completed the survey admitted to checking their phone around
96 times a day – which equals one glance or viewing every 10 minutes. Interestingly, almost half
of the participants see their smartphones as tools to aid them in achieving a work-life balance.51
With this information in mind, it is safe to assume that it is little the museum can do to counter
cellphone use when a visitor enters a museum. Forbidding cellphone use may act as a deterrent
to those the institution wishes to attract the most, such as young adults since 18- to 24-year-olds
check their phones twice as much as any other age group.52 Essentially, museums that oppose
cellphones are making an unresolvable point as visitors are too attached to their mobile devices
outside of the institution’s walls. It is better to accommodate this by ensuring that when visitors
look at their cellphones, they are still looking at some form of content.
Other concerns of museum professionals are how cellphone-based programs in the
museum space will be accepted and engaged with by specific audience segments, both in groups
and as individuals. Family groups make up a specific portion of the visitor population of
numerous museums and thus, their needs would be imperative in the design of a cellphone-based
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program in the museum space. 53 A museum must consider the best way to approach the diverse
group’s many needs, capabilities, and desires. This situation is difficult, as socio-economic
factors do not permit museums to assume that all visitors, especially family groups, have access
to a personal cellphone, or have enough experience with the technology to utilize it to its full
potential. Introducing a museum-provided device, such as a tablet, runs the risk of visitors being
excluded from the museum experience if the person-to-device ratio is not balanced.54
Additionally, any software or hardware problems will further discourage the user. The answer to
these issues lies not in the implementation of mobile devices in the museum context but in the
changes that their inclusion has made on museum practices.
As mentioned in Chapter One, establishing a process that allows for contribution and
participation from the visitor, supported by the new paradigm, is essential. Generally, a narrative
is a representation of a series or sequence of events.55 When executed in its simplest form the
traditional museum narrative is shown through labels, exhibition layouts, and didactic panels. 56
Within this definition, there is stress on the word “representation” as narratives are someone’s
concept of what representation should look like regarding a certain topic. In terms of a visitor
narrative, this regards interactions and processes within the museum space where visitors gain
knowledge of themselves and exhibits. With this information, visitors construct their distinctive
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narratives under the influence of their own experiences, knowledge, and background.57 This
narrative differs from that of the museum interpretation, which traditionally bases its exhibitions
on facts and objects.
The purpose of this traditional museum narrative is to allow visitors to immerse
themselves in new worlds.58 When a visitor narrative is supported by standard and modern
technologies, such as cellphones, an interactive environment is further upheld. There is a
difference between digital inclusivity and dominance in the museum space. If the narrative of the
museum is too digitally rendered, it will only revert to the original issue of the museum dictating
how the visitor wishes to experience their museum visit. There is the further exclusion of those
who are not digitally native nor desire its aid while they interact with the museum narrative.
There will always be members of the audience who enter the museum for the conventional
experience and will reject the technologies introduced. The traditional approach is occasionally
all a museumgoer will need to develop their own experience and meanings. The introduction of
cellphones can assist in the museum’s role as both an educator and a storyteller but cannot
completely replace the traditional narrative. In the example of family groups, allowing them to
choose how they wish to experience the narrative the institution offers and accepting that they
will interpret representation in their way, is the first step to a more universal inclusion.
Cellphones have a place in the museum context, though how they will achieve the most
effective outcome needs to be determined by the individual museums’ needs and capabilities.
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While some will require the latest technologies to deliver the cultural or scientific narratives their
objects have, others will only need modern devices to act as a supporting role as communicative
devices. The full incorporation of cellphones into museums is part of a broader discussion of
digital technologies in general. Changing technology in the museum space will be continuous, as
these digital assets rapidly develop. The multitude and speed of these changes are due to the
advancements of technology as well as their varying roles in society and entertainment. This
unsteady characteristic alone may be one reason why museum professionals are wary of
introducing or accepting cellphones as they require continuous updating. Regardless, the
cellphone is present, though sporadic, in museums. To aid in focusing scholarship on how the
public as well as specific audience groups are motivated to either ignore or utilize, specific
cellphone technology will be explored in the following chapters.
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Chapter Three: Bring Your Own Museum Tool
In this era of rapidly changing technologies, remaining loyal to traditional museum
practices can be lethal to an institution. It is not entirely the fault of these conventional museums,
as exploring the application of digital technologies is costly and often exceeds the expertise of
in-house professionals. Case studies and research of various applications that use cellphones as a
platform for active interaction with visitors are either scattered or narrowly specific to the
museum that sponsored the research. Regardless, a case study-based approach is still beneficial
to proving the advantages of cellphones in the museum space as studies honed to the details of a
single museum relay general information and patterns of effective technology applications. This
chapter will focus on the benefits and drawbacks of popular technologies that work in
conjunction with the cellphone. Examples will include mobile applications (apps), quick
response (QR) codes, and augmented reality. Exploring the advantages and shortcomings of each
application allows for a well-rounded understanding of its applicability and will demonstrate that
the active experience that museum visitors are seeking can be supported by these applications
and the modern cellphone.
Mobile Applications
Mobile apps are a familiar, readily available tool for museums. Since 2008, there has
been an abundance of apps made, even for the museum experience.1 Museums have created apps
to have a strong presence in the lives of their increasingly technologically native visitors. A
problem arises though since introducing the technology is, at times, beyond the museum staff’s
capabilities. Many museums will contract developers to construct the framework of the mobile
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apps for them, but it is the responsibility of museum professionals to determine what the app
needs to accomplish for both the museum and audience.
First, a museum must decide what resources they can invest in the app. These resources
dictate the quality of the app and its potential outreach. Next, a museum must choose which of
the two types of apps, device-native or web-based, will better serve the institution. The familiar
device-native app is directly downloaded onto the device from an app store, whereas a native app
has access to and is supported by the cellphone’s hardware. Native apps are also considered more
marketable in mobile app stores and recognizable as they support user interactions on the
cellphone.2 Web-based applications are not as integrated into the interface of a user’s cellphone
but instead, imitate the cellphone’s operating system. This type of app functions from a web
browser, augmenting a website for optimal viewing on a mobile device, offering some options
from device-native apps.3 An application can be a hybrid of the two by taking certain features
from both if it is beneficial to be so. Both application formats offer their benefits, but devicenative apps allow for the active implementation of the app, and cellphone, in the museum space.
It is these elements that make them more marketable than their web-based counterparts.
The main benefit of the device-native app is the utilization of the many features of the
user’s cellphone. Features such as increased access to collections and engagement between the
museum, its exhibits, and audiences frequently are referenced as reasons why museums should
adopt tools such as mobile apps. Mobile apps, like cellphones, act as a platform for other tools to
be executed from and come with their advantages. One such tool is augmented reality (AR)
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which functions in correspondence with mobile apps. AR is a “real-time direct or indirect view
of a physical real-world environment that has been enhanced/augmented by adding virtual
computer-generated information to it. AR is both interactive and registered in 3D as well as
combines real and virtual objects.”4 In addition to AR, mobile apps can work alongside quick
response codes, commonly known as QR codes. Appearing on exhibit labels or other areas of the
gallery, QR codes can act as physical links within the museum space to various pages and
resources in the museum mobile app. QR codes are translated by a scanner that reads a matrix
code to present information to the user.5
Recent studies show that when introduced to a museum’s mobile app, users preferred the
reanimation of conventional instruments such as museum maps, audio and visual tours,
timetables of exhibits, and upcoming events. They also enjoyed new ways to purchase tickets
and frequent updates on the museum.6 Mobile apps can allow museums to provide modern
solutions for visitors, even beyond the museum walls. The apps require constant access to Wi-Fi
or cellular connectivity to be functional. To users who do not have data plans or museums that do
not offer free internet access, this can be an issue. To counter this, mobile apps on numerous
platforms can be developed to be partial, if not fully, functional without internet access.7
Naturally, the app will not be able to perform all functions, such as updating or presenting
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current information, but it can give a user access to established guides or maps that do not
require frequent change.
As previously mentioned, mobile apps may also house digital copies of customary
museum tools such as maps. In the context of large, crowded museums, even useful items such
as maps can become confusing and frustrating to visitors. Wayfinding through mobile apps has
become executable for sizable institutions that wish to guide their visitors through personalized
tours; they include features such as bookmarking favorite halls or exhibits beforehand and a
social media interaction that allows for visitors to share comments on objects and exhibits.8
Essentially, wayfinding is meant to find and follow a chosen route for a user. The most common
example is the mobile app, Google Maps, which is used by many to navigate roads and outdoor
environments.9 Mobile apps are essentially more advanced museum websites that invite a higher
level of interaction and give essential data to audience members who wish to have it in the palm
of their hands.
Mobile apps have become popular as they both encourage the educational role of the
museum10 as well as incite interactions between visitors, but apps also come with disadvantages.
One drawback of mobile apps, in general, is the lack of primary data that shows how their use
improves the museum visit. Many museums use mobile apps and websites to give open access to
a catalog of their collection or traveling exhibits, but this can lead to copyright concerns.
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Typically, cultural institutions like museums are protected by fair-use exemptions in copyright
laws when displaying protected artworks. There is a certain kind of danger with this type of
digitization, as it opens copyrighted artwork, usually contemporary, to unlimited access,
distribution, and alteration.11 The institution must do an in-depth investigation of each object in
their collection to identify the copyright owner if there is any.12 Next, further determinations
need to be made on whether the content is ready for mobile engagement, such as developmental
issues regarding high-definition photography or even multi-dimensional displays.
Maintenance of the mobile app requires updates and patches to keep it fully functional.
Other concerns exist such as which operating platform a museum will develop and release the
app on, with the main options being Android or iOS for Apple products.13 To reach the widest
possible audience, both should be used. Depending on the amount of content and the other goals
of the museum for the app, development and maintenance will likely require a team of
specialists. These specialists can include professionals such as programmers to develop the app
for various platforms to who designers can incorporate quality photos and graphics. In some
cases, museums will contract this work out to avoid the expensive, laborious job themselves.
Developing a museum app comes with a high cost; the typical app costs an average of $35,000.14
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Nancy Proctor, a leading figure in digital and mobile technologies in museums and the deputy
director for digital experiences and communications at the Baltimore Museum of Art, describes
the reality of mobile apps in her guides for integrating mobile technologies into museums.
Proctor explains that “the metrics of success for mobile…are therefore not just the number of
downloads and dollars received, but also the extent to which the mobile program can engage
audiences and support other museum programs, activities, and revenue streams.”15 With all these
aspects to consider, many cultural institutions need to ponder if a mobile app is suited to their
needs, is worth the initial cost and upkeep, or if their website is not already sufficient.
Yet for all the above, for digital technologies to enter the museum, mobile apps are a
popular choice. The Cleveland Museum of Art (CMA) has become renowned for such
innovation. The institution developed “ArtLens,” a mobile app that provides guided tours and
various types of information. It is a device-native application that integrates position location and
image scanning, which utilizes the cellphone’s camera to scan objects to convert them into
digital data.16 These additions aided in guided tours, location discovery, directions, and links to
additional material about an exhibit. The app also allows for further interaction past the museum
visit, permitting users to explore collections, even edit and share them. Furthermore, the CMA
app alleviates fears involving copyright issues, as artists who require permission to alter or share
their art are listed and their work digitally guarded, as much as possible, to keep users from
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downloading it.17 This feature is vital to the social and creative capabilities of mobile apps which
allow users to develop and share their creations through social media platforms. Instead of
developing the narrative for the user, the CMA app is opening the floor for the user to utilize
mobile technology in a personalized way by including individualized tabs that save the user’s
favorite exhibits. Additionally, this app contains necessary data that some users want, such as
maps, screen readers for didactic panels, and lists of artworks viewed by the museumgoer.
Attributes such as this can attract audience members; although not all of them will want the
complete digital experience, some will feel comfortable with the idea of its availability. To
accommodate the cost of the app’s development, corporation sponsorship, advertisements, or
membership fees could be applied.
Museums have begun to incorporate wayfinding into their mobile apps to allow users to
select and follow their personally created tours through an institution. This feature is a tool of
convenience and exploration for all users who enjoy the cultural experience of a museum at their
own pace and with their personal accessibility needs in mind. There are emerging examples of
standalone mobile apps that function with this as their sole purpose. The UCAN GO app is a
free-to-use tool that has two main functions: an audio or visual description to aid the user in
adjusting to a new area and a route finder to allow them to individually traverse a space. A clear
interface, as seen in figure 1, allows users to select which accessibility features they will need
during their trip. Building descriptions and accompanying images allow users with visual
impairments to create audio maps to navigate the physical venue before they enter it. Once
inside, the routing feature will pinpoint their position in the building and aid them in routing
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using visual cues or landmark-based audio instructions.18 Older adult visitors also benefit from
this feature. As populations age, mobility and cognitive disabilities may arise. Age-related
cognitive changes can affect abstract reasoning, working memory, and spatial orientation.19
Older adults value the ability to remain active and mobile, with activities such as visiting
museums allowing them to enjoy social connections and engaging experiences. Wayfinding can
ensure the safety of older adults, support their long- and short-term memories, and give them
control of their day-to-day life.20 Wayfinding enables older adult users to plan for uncertainty
predetermining routes through a museum, and once there, orient themselves on personalized
routes.21
Quick Response Codes
QR are digital additions to the museum space that allows visitors to choose when to
engage with the technologically supported narrative presented by the museum. They act as a
bridge from the physical world to more data in the digital landscape. Typically, QR codes have
worked in conjunction with device-native applications and the user’s cellphone, which is needed
for the camera. The QR code can convert traditional media such as text or images to a hybrid
communication media through the medium of a symbol. This format consists of a linear barcode
traditionally used in commercial contexts. As seen in figure 2, the two are similar, but the QR is
more compact and can be customizable. The symbols are scanned by a cellphone’s camera that
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has either software or a mobile application to interpret the encoded data within the square-shaped
code.22 Their casual use in public spaces is a recent development23 that has led to unique
customizations from the typical square. To decrease the invasive nature of multiple digital
screens relaying educational details, QR codes are easily created, low-cost replacements.24 This
application takes into consideration of counterarguments of museum staff regarding technology’s
intrusive nature. It is essential to explore the benefits and adverse effects of applying them in a
museum context to understand the impact of QR codes on visitor satisfaction. Before adopting
QR codes, museums should first consider the needs of their institution, the needs of their
audience, and their ability to implement and maintain QRs along with their content.
The overall benefits of using QR codes have convinced numerous museums to include
them as a more contemporary form of engagement with their audiences. These aspects range
from their clean appearance to the way audience members interact with them. Display space
appears to be a primary motivator for QR code use. Instead of using large didactic panels,
museums have introduced QR codes as an avenue for more information.25 QR codes and user
mobile devices also offer useful analytics. This data includes the number of times a code is used,
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time used, and what type of device and browser an individual was using to access the code. 26
This data is useful to understand which displays are catching a visitor’s attention and the average
speed a visitor moves through a museum. All of this is valuable information concerning funding
and audience research, as few alternatives can give precise, accurate information. Nevertheless,
this is only the surface-level analytics that QR codes can be designed to collect. If a museum
desires more detailed information, QR codes can link to more probing surveys on specific
motivations and behaviors. Lastly, one of the most attractive benefits of this digital technology is
that it takes relatively little effort and cost to produce. There are numerous free generators for
QR codes online.27 Physically executing the codes is not expensive either, depending on how a
museum wishes to install them in their institution. Numerous examples can include codes posted
on metal stands located at various points, to codes on a simple poster board that is placed next to
exhibits. Relatively little work can result in providing visitors with the ability to explore a subject
more broadly.
A successful example of the implementation of QR codes was the international traveling
exhibit of @Infinitum. This project ran from March 2012 to June 2016, featuring fifty-four U.S.
and Chinese artists. Between exorbitant insurance shipping costs in both China and the U.S., the
expenses of this exhibit were considerably high. Taking budgetary concerns into the equation,
the organizers of the demonstration introduced QR codes. The codes acted as tools to access
more information about the display in a bilingual capacity. They also stood in the place of
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objects that were missing.28 In terms of application, this example covers both practical and
audience engagement issues. Many members of the public think of museums as formal,
traditional institutions. The introduction of QR codes permits a casual learning experience for
some.29 It also aligns with the active audience member narrative since it allows museumgoers to
make the active choice of pursuing more information, based on their motivations.
Using Google Analytics, the exhibition collected information to answer questions about
QR code use such as “did museumgoers use them?” and “are they engaging?” By October 2017,
@Infinitum received 11,734 page visits, with 87.1% of the 5558 users being new. New users
spent an average of 1 minute 37 seconds viewing the page, but returning users, about 12.9%,
would spend an average of five minutes and 39 seconds.30 These analytics show, at first, a
curiosity for QR codes and then, when a user returns, a more engaging experience. If more indepth material is needed, using the codes to direct visitors to surveys or questionnaires is also an
option. In the end, executing QR codes are a low-risk, relatively low-cost way to integrate
standard technology into the museum environment.
Based on this case study and overall research, it is important to consider several things
before executing QR codes. First, ensure that the institution has efficient Wi-Fi31 to allow visitors
to use the codes to access web pages in a timely, stable manner. This is not a requirement if the
QR code links to a part of the museum’s mobile app. Second, decide which details are best suited
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for digital or physical content; putting too much information online or in a digital format may
cause viewers to stare at their cellphones leading to a “head-down effect,” which disconnects
them from their surrounding setting in the museum. Lastly, it is important to keep the sites that
the QR codes link to updated and integrated, enticing the visitor to search further into the
archives of data that stem from the original QR code, thus strengthening the educational role of
their inclusion.
Since it has been established that QR codes are an excellent tool for linking physical
objects to digital information and technologies, they have also been applied to aiding visitors
who are disabled in the museum context. In Chapter Two, it was noted that cellphones have
already present features that make them easily accessible tools for people who are mentally,
physically, or developmentally disabled. QR codes can tap into this technology and allow access
within the physical institution to create an inclusive experience for all audience groups. For
example, although people with vision impairments make up about one billion of the world’s
population,32 they are often excluded from the typical museum experience. The Victoria and
Albert Museum (V&A) in London has created exhibitions more accessible to people with visual
impairments. They allow their visitors to physically touch both replicas and original objects if
there are no security or conservation issues.33 The V&A has also incorporated cellphones and
smartphones into their accessibility programs to both broaden the audience that can be served
and work within their funding restrictions. Accessibility programs such as audio descriptions of
objects are being written and recorded to allow for those who are blind or visually impaired to be
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able to interact with objects. This multimedia guide is downloadable from the V&A’s website
and the V&A continues to develop an interface that is accessible to all visitors who have an
interest in using it.34
A recent prototype exhibition at the Maryland Archaeological Conservation Laboratory
also demonstrates how exhibits can be designed for inclusivity. The exhibit is only a first step to
model how QR codes can aid inclusivity in museums.35 This show included 3-D replicas of stone
projectile points (arrow heads) that were attached to a lanyard with a wooden disk containing a
scannable QR code (figure 3). The code links to a specific webpage with information about the
object. With this structure, the display was compact but durable enough to be handled. 36 This
case study demonstrates the advantages of both 3-D printing and smartphone technology. 3-D
printing can be used to create replicas that allow visitors who are blind or have low vision to
handle objects and the QR codes permit them to access detailed information about the object
they are experiencing. Once the QR code is scanned by the smartphone, a user can use a variety
of accessibility features to access the information. These elements can include text-to-speech, or
selective magnification, to allow users a closer look. A design strategy such as this can be
implemented by institutions of varying sizes. The cost within this case study was $350 for each
QR code and 3-D replica, but experimentation with the materials and design process would allow
for different materials to be used that can fit a smaller budget.37
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Augmented Reality
As museums try to create a rich experience for their visitors, while also introducing
inclusive and appealing tools, they have turned to augmented reality. Augmented reality (AR)
seems like a surreal piece of equipment that only the technologically advanced could use
efficiently and that the wealthy would afford. Luckily, advancements in its development have
allowed for its application outside specialized fields and placed it in the hands of general
audiences.38 Despite their similarities, augmented and virtual reality is stark in their contrasts
regarding user engagement. Virtual reality (VR) fully submerges a user in a digitally rendered
environment with which they interact.39 This experience can be delivered via a personal
computer or a headset that covers the user’s eyes and ears.
AR allows more interaction with the natural world. It permits users to interact with their
environment, but with digital alterations that are laid over their physical environment. AR has
been applied in various examples such as airline cockpits and classrooms. Though there are
numerous ways to create AR, the most common tool to utilize is cellphones. There are two types
of AR: markerless and marker-based. Markerless AR applies user positioning data acquired by a
cellphone to pinpoint the location of the user before downloading digital data. Marker-based AR
requires markers, such as at exhibits or certain spots, to accomplish the same purpose.40 AR has
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been introduced to the museum context at varying levels and has met with different degrees of
success. The reason behind the launch of AR into the museum world has, arguably, been due to
the demand for museums to be more than just educational institutions, but entertainment
establishments. A sense of competitiveness amongst museums has made them look for the latest
attractions to bring in audiences.
Despite the advantages of VR, AR has benefits that can show that it is more suitable for
the museum space. For instance, AR is less bulky since it does not require the additional
equipment that VR does, which can burden a museum with space and financial expenditures as
well. Additionally, this accessibility makes it more commonly available to users, as AR
programs are frequently found on modern cellphones and other mobile devices. Many apps, such
Snapchat or Instagram, already use AR to entertain and engage their users socially. This example
demonstrates a level of comprehension and familiarity that audience members will already have
with the technology. Regarding application, AR can be a more cost-effective instrument if a
museum uses marker-based tracking.41 QR codes are an example of a marker for AR. The ability
to work in conjunction with QR codes has made AR a powerful asset in fields such as education,
a role that museums hold prominent in their purpose. A user can scan a code and introduce an
interactive AR program for the location or exhibition. Additional features include programs that
give detailed didactic script at the user’s request, visualize missing elements of an object, or give
heightened accessibility to visitors who need intimate engagement with an exhibition to fully
enjoy it. As seen in figure 4, the bones of a Pileated Woodpecker are brought to life with a
representation of what it looked like as a living bird that is rendered with AR.42 This example is
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from the mobile app, Skin & Bones, which was developed to increase visitor enjoyment and
enforce the main goal of the Bone Hall in the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural
History, which is to study a collection that represents every group of vertebrate animals. There
are thirteen skeletons featured in the app with ten AR experiences, thirty-two videos, and four
activities are coupled with these selected exhibits to better display them to audiences. It proves
that mobile technologies such as AR are not an attempt at gimmickry, but instead are essential
for communicating detailed information about an exhibit to an audience.43 The success of this
app is shown that within the time since the app’s development, it has achieved over 35,000
downloads.44
AR has distinct problems such as museum professionals finding it an attempt at flashy
gimmickry to keep audience members engaged. Another concern is technologies like AR are an
invasive addition to the museum experience and not a supporting asset. To better explain the
place of AR in the museum environment, is to outline its main goals, which is “to improve user’s
interaction between actual reality and the augmented one, adding natural feedback to the operator
with simulated cues. These additional images expand the user’s experience, providing engaging
information that is easier to memorize and which improves attention.” 45 These same studies
show that AR controls the length of the visit and the time spent at each exhibition.46 Though this
gives the museum some influence over the flow of a museum visit, it goes against the narrative
43
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that institutions are trying to construct for the active visitor. As discussed before, AR is a
standard technology and its use in the museum setting does not need to overwhelm the visitor.
For some, it might require instruction. This issue can be remedied with options for more
guidance through the AR program past the introduction screen, requiring development on behalf
of the museum or their contracted team who are making the program.47
One of the main problems with AR that museums have little control over is its
environmental requirements. To work properly and efficiently, AR needs high voltage lighting to
be activated, which excludes some objects with specific environmental needs from AR
projects.48 Within the museum, light is one of the many things that is monitored by staff, as high
light levels, or even the wrong lighting, can damage delicate objects. Museums combine indirect
lighting for illumination and spot lighting for highlighting objects within displays, but this takes
skill as professionals need to balance risk and benefit when creating the lighting environment.
Most museums set limits for an acceptable amount of light damage in trade for better visibility
and allowing staff more freedom with lighting policies.49 When determining a proper and
functional lighting environment for an AR program, museum professionals need to consider if
their museum space can handle the extra light, either natural or artificial. Furthermore, the
technology functions best with plenty of open space. Crowded museum spaces may make it
difficult for an AR program to scan a code or allow digital content to be laid out successfully. 50
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Lastly, the cost of an AR program can be daunting. Many development companies estimate that
160 working hours and a custom-built, multi-feature AR app would cost a museum around
$300,000 or more. This price can change depending on the timeline, scope of work, and the
development team available.51
Effective implementation of AR can be seen in Barcelona, Spain as a mobile augmented
guide within Casa Batlló museum using augmented reality, featuring both indirect and direct
views of the museum through the AR program. This architectural masterpiece was built by
Antoni Gaudi and can receive up to 3,000 visitors a day due.52 An AR-driven tour is available as
a game that requires visitors to use their cellphones to complete a series of puzzles.53 Indirect AR
is used for digitizing the physical environment of the museum, taking sweeping panoramic
photos.54 Based on questionnaires taken by 122 visitors, this application was generally used and
well-received.55 Based on the comments left on these questionnaires, in conjunction with the
literature on AR, there were a few elements that would ensure success. First, if the AR is paired
with audio, developers must ensure user control on volume and what the user sees and hears are
synched. Second, the inclusion of closed captions provides further accessibility. Third, if
possible, the AR should permit the user to set the speed of the spoken tour. Early AR programs
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were set on how long the narrative was expected to last in each room. Giving users freedom to
control their pace by either GPS tracking or manual control is an additional contribution to the
power of the active visitor. Lastly, the museum should ensure that the in-person experience is as
rich without the AR. Some audience members will not want to interact with their cellphones or
the AR program during their visit and this consideration will make the experience enjoyable for
different demographics of the audience.
AR can further the museums’ goal of being as inclusive as possible. Repeatedly, there
appears to be a gap in the discussion concerning how to make the museum space welcoming to
varied audiences.56 Goals such as these have been the leading force in many studies conducted in
the museum field today. Lesley Langa and her team partnered with a school that serves students
with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), the Smithsonian Institution Accessibility Program (SIAP),
the Smithsonian Center for Education and Museum Studies, and the Information Policy and
Access Center at the University of Maryland to develop a two-phase research study on how
mobile technology can help those with ASD during the museum experience. Ten families, with
at least one child who has ASD with ages ranging from seven to eleven years old, volunteered to
participate in phase one, which consisted of a questionnaire on the motivations of the families to
visit a museum and their personal needs. Phase two involved the application of a technology that
SIAP developed to assist visitors with ASD.57
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Autism spectrum disorder consists of “a group of developmental disabilities that can
cause significant social, communication, and behavioral challenges.”58 People with ASD exhibit
a range of characteristics that can be mild, meaning they have more advanced language and
cognitive capabilities, to severe, where a person could be non-verbal.59 Parents with children
with ASD view involvement in community activities as important in their children’s
development as they provide both enjoyment and meaningful learning experiences.60 These
parents note that there are barriers that prevent children with ASD from participating as
frequently as children without.61 To provide an experience that caters to all people with ASD,
museums need to create a digital environment that allows for self-regulation and self-control by
the user, but assists, indirectly or directly, in guiding the user. Self-control is the act of
completing an expected action by a visitor as a way of obeying an internal motivation. Selfregulation can be based on social interaction but can be maintained by strategies in which
information is given by more experienced individuals through interactions or information which
is delivered by mediating actions.62 Both of these attributes can be provided in a digital setting as
a mobile technology environment can allow for the freedom of self-control but provide the
structure of accurate information supplied by staff. The next factor involving people with ASD is
selective and sustained attention. Selective attention is the ability of someone with ASD to be
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able to focus, despite the presence of a distraction. Sustained attention regards the person’s
ability to remained engaged and focused for an extended period.63 The inclusion of interactive
mobile technology can allow people with ASD to accomplish a task that is not repetitive and
learn information without feeling overwhelmed or frustrated as they can set their own pace.
There is a lack of in-depth research and case studies of mobile technologies aiding
museumgoers with ASD in a museum context, but there is material to demonstrate that, outside
the museum, those with ASD respond well to cellphone and mobile-based programs. Augmented
reality is immersive and engaging to a variety of audience groups. In a study led by Lizbeth
Escobedo,64 the Mobile Object Identification System (MOBIS) is an augmented reality app that
the team developed to allow instructors to lay digital content over real-world objects.65 MOBIS
allows for instructors or moderators to set the level of prompting that each user requires while
the system also tracks their progress. During this, algorithms constantly learn from users and
apply the appropriate type of prompting that the system provides.66 MOBIS increased the time
students remained focused on a task by 20 percent and found that the only issue was
understanding the initial smartphone interface.67 As cultural institutions are constructing their
mobile apps, they can have an inclusive approach that incorporates the feedback of people with
disabilities. Integrating features that are present in MOBIS will allow professionals such as
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museum educators and school instructors to develop an appropriate and stimulating experience
for visitors with disabilities.
There remain a variety of technologies that are untapped or have not been researched in
depth that could be useful assets for museums. Through the careful integration of mobile apps,
QR codes, and different realities in the museum space, the museum can allow visitors to
construct their time at the museum and inquire into what truly intrigues them. In Chapter Four,
applications that are based on mobile devices such as social media applications, gaming
applications, and crowdsourcing will be discussed in the framework of emerging digital
technologies within museums. There are still various gaps in the literature. The everchanging and
updating world of modern technology causes these divides. Every year brings new models,
codes, and devices that need time to be understood within a museum context. Additionally, this
gap may also stem from a hesitation, or lack of ability, to execute these technologies in
museums. By introducing these technologies into the museum space, necessary data would need
to be gathered for museum staff and professionals to have the ability to see specific trends or
patterns from environments where museumgoers are faced with modern technology. Once staff
members have the skills to integrate these technologies into the institution, they need to reach out
to the public to learn which programs will provide the best forms of engagement.
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Chapter Four: The Cellphone’s Recent Development as an Engagement Tool
Social media applications, crowdsourcing, and gamification are all examples of recently
administered programs or features that have met with great success in the museum context.
Despite these contemporary technologies being popular with museum audiences, they are
difficult to maintain and keep updated for the average museum. It can be argued that new
advancements in mobile technologies are not meant to replace the traditional museum
experience, but to further expand its parameter and capabilities to engage the modern
museumgoer. Both the physical institution and mobile technologies can complement each other
to ensure that museums can continue to serve their audiences effectively.
Social Media Applications
The use of social media applications, such as Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram, allows the
museum to gain access to a global audience and promote active engagement with their audience
quickly. Additionally, these platforms allow the museum visit to become more of an informal
learning experience. Based on studies done by the Pew Research Center in 2019, 72 percent of
the American public use some form of social media, with platforms like Facebook, Instagram,
and YouTube being the most popular.1 Most, if not all, social media sites have a mobile
application counterpart that is typically favored by users because of the ease of use and
flexibility it provides. An online survey conducted by Adrienne Fletcher and Moon Lee of the
Department of Public Relations at the College of Journalism and Communications at the
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University of Florida2 found that around 90 percent of American museums utilize social media.
One of the positive attributes of social media applications is that they employ an already popular
medium to extend the reach of museums. With over half the world’s population – around 4.14
billion3 – using social media, museums can show their collections to anyone on the planet. As
seen in figure 5, museums such as the Museum of English Rural Units utilize Twitter, a media
popular on its mobile app, to show the audience snippets of their collection. This picture of a
sheep gained over 112,000 likes and was shared 25,000 times on the platform. The effects also
spread into the physical institution, which saw a 47 percent increase in visitors since becoming
more active on social media.4 Though social media is not necessarily complex, a museum needs
to develop an online persona to present to its digital visitor while creating content daily. In the
example of the Museum of English Rural Units, the museum pairs its old photographs with
modern dialogue that is both entertaining and familiar to its virtual audience. If museum staff
wish for a more formal tone, the museum needs to consider if that tone will succeed in ensnaring
audience attention.
Social media applications already have a place in the museum space, as museumgoers
frequently interact with them during their visits. Personal photography was discussed in Chapter
Two as one of the main uses of the cellphone in the museum, but photography also plays a
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unique part in social media identities and interaction. Users of social media applications employ
photographs to involve themselves in digital communities and to construct their social
personalities in the virtual world as not only consumers but producers of content. On platforms
like Facebook and Instagram, photographs become points of interaction for users.5 Museums can
utilize this already active virtual ecosystem to encourage the participation and interactivity of
visitors, using objects, exhibitions, and even other visitors as triggers. Within online social
networks, which thrive on social media platforms, there are three main causes of association:
influence, homophily, and environment.6 All of these motivations can be used by the museum to
draw users to their virtual space, and even to their physical institution. Influence is the most
forceful, as users are easily swayed by the actions of their online friends to do something similar,
if not the same. Homophily refers to the sense of community users share when they have
common interests with the environment while also stimulating social bonds.7 If these online
interactions were put in the context of a museum, it would produce effortless exposure for the
museum to both promote itself and assess its engagement with visitors. To extend this further,
museums have begun to use the popular social media feature called the “hashtag.” Hashtags are
keywords or phrases utilized by digital users to highlight topics and messages from the general
content on social media.8 On most media platforms, hashtags are common, and museums can use
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them to promote exhibits, events, or even the institution itself by using geotags or hyperlinks that
reveal the geographical information of an image or post.9 Additionally, online content that is
attached to a hashtag allows a museum to easily find material associated with them to both
evaluate user experiences and engagement, as well as for analytics such as user geographical
origins.10
While continuing the conversation on the visitor’s online interactions with the museum
via social media, it is important to outline the benefits of subject matter created by the
museumgoer. Personal curation, the collecting, editing, and sharing of content by the museum
visitor via social media, has great meaning-making potential11 as well as the chance to introduce
a new learning environment. Meaning-making, how visitors interpret their museum experiences
based on personal, cultural, and other outside influences, has been a common theme in this
research, akin to its popularity in recent museum literature and audience scholarship. The
introduction of social media in the museum space can stimulate audience members to develop
new meaning-making scenarios. Inspiring museum visitors to create their material is not beyond
the functions and purposes of the museum. The UK Museums Association characterizes one of
the functions of the museum as an institution that encourages visitors to investigate objects to
gain inspiration, education, and pleasure.12 Meaning-making is transformed into the construction
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of a narrative by the visitor based on what they view within the museum and broadcast on social
media.
In a study in which 222 Instagram accounts were reviewed and 14 interviews done of
those who posted in 2012,13 some compositional and motivational concerns in the development
of social media posts based on museum content were identified. First, museums provide the
subject, but it is at the discretion of the user what they document and personally curate by editing
these photos to fit any aesthetic or taste. Next, like the didactic panels and labels museums place
beside their exhibits, a user captions their posts with a narrative that either describes their
experience or personal thoughts on the subject.14 This process fits in the recent paradigm shift in
which the visitor desires a more active role in the designing of their museum visit. In this case,
they are creating the narrative they are experiencing and expressing by using their cellphones.
Due to the control the visitor has over the tools, content, and encounters they can have in the
museum, they are introduced to a new form of learning that is informal and directed by the
learner. Social media with the aid of the cellphone can support informal learning inside and out
of the museum space. Aspects including content creation and sharing with personalization of
material allow for audiences to share cultures, common experiences, and be involved in the
development of new content for museum collections. Social media allows for a large enough
platform for the voice of a large, diverse group to input a variety of data.15 Certain audience
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groups, such as digital artists or younger persons, use social media as repositories for their digital
objects and artifacts.16 Data collected from a three-year study at a mid-South unnamed museum
that focused on American roots and Country music17 shows that within the museum space,
visitors commonly utilize their cellphones to collect images and videos. Next, visitors go through
an editing process and share it on their social media to either include others in the experience,
voice opinions of objects and the museum or indicate they were at that specific museum.18 As
previously discussed in Chapter One, museums have the potential issue of copyright
infringement with some of their art or objects. On the other hand, both physical and digital
visitors are utilizing a museum’s collection to create art that may go against the wishes of the
copyright holder.
Participatory practices can include drawbacks such as the inability to control the use and
interaction with media and the engagement of visitors. There are several disadvantages that
professionals should be aware of when dealing with social platforms. First, it is important to
understand that there are museums with a social media platform that have no negative
experiences with the platform or those they engage, while others are plagued with them. It
becomes the responsibility of the museum and its staff to decide the risks they are willing to take.
The Holocaust Museum’s YouTube channel, which began in August 2006, has an unmoderated
comment section that is typically flooded with supportive comments or genuine questions, but it
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also exemplifies the undesirable interactions museums can have with their audience on social
media.19 YouTube has a sub-community of those who simply wish to antagonize and then there
are the general museum visitors who are interacting negatively with the media. Like
implementations of digital technologies, the drawbacks of social media can be exasperated
without proper guidelines.20 When developing a social network “persona” of one’s museum,
constructing a social media policy unique to the institution is the best way to distinguish it from
other museum media accounts.21 Once this policy is established, museums should adhere to it to
remain as stable digitally as they are in the physical world. Though this policy can allow for
proper handling of visitor engagement, museums are faced with the rising issue of how visitors
use museum exhibits or displays digitally. As in the physical museum, there is little a museum
can do to control how visitors create their experiences, which transfers over to the digital world.
Though this takes control out of the hands of museums, this is a process that has already begun
with the rise of the active visitor. Though this process can be unnerving to some museum staff, it
is necessary to demonstrate an institution’s willingness to share power in designing the museum
experience.
Young adults, aged typically from thirteen to nineteen, are another audience group that is
under-represented in the populations that visit museums. Younger generations face barriers
within museums that hinder their experience or deter them altogether. Obstacles such as finances
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or views of the institution being antiquated can manifest as social barriers. The result is young
adults feel little connection with the modern museum and what it represents. When they do visit,
teens and young adults frequently visit museums in a family or school groups, but they seem to
be avoiding the institution when it comes to distributing their own leisure time.22 To counter this,
many museums have begun to launch digital programs and activities. Additionally, this target
audience is distinctively difficult to attract as they contain multiple subcultures that change with
each generation.23 Young adults are mostly comprised of Generation Z – also known as the
iGeneration – who are those born from 1997 to today. 24 Generation Z are digital natives who
have very little memory of a time before the technological advances that we are familiar with
today.25 The current literature on younger audience groups are small and containing gaps on how
their motivations and being digital natives alter their interaction with technology in the museum
space. Regardless, there are still applicable case studies that demonstrate that mobile
technologies, act as communicative tools between museums and younger generations.
When young adults enter a museum space, it is important for staff to not assume that they
cannot interact with their environment without their mobile devices. Still, museum staff should
be aware that cellphones leave some impact whether they are present or not in the hands of
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younger generations. In a field experiment that was carried out involving 69 university students
to visit the Museum of Tropical Queensland, Australia, a leisure visit was encouraged over a
formal educational one. The students were given little prior instruction or information but were
then randomly assembled into three control groups. The first group could enter the museum
space and interact with it at their discretion, as if on a normal museum trip. The second group
was instructed to focus on acting as if they were an exhibit designer or curator and present the
exhibit in a way that focuses on the key point, with their cellphones. The third group could not
use their cellphones or mobile devices.26 Feedback from the students did not describe anxiety or
stress over not having their cellphones, though this was only for one exhibit and not the entire
museum. Furthermore, the group without their devices reported being less distracted, which they
noted allowed for them to focus more on the exhibit. It is important to highlight that the group
without cellphones did not spend as much time at exhibits and were more likely to interact with
exhibits with audio-visual elements instead of simple text. This behavior demonstrated that
despite their heightened attention to the exhibit, the students may have engaged with it less due
to the loss of their cellphones. This study further supported the notion that students use their
mobile devices to develop their personal experience, whether through posts on social media or
personal photography.27 Understanding how new generations are interacting with exhibits is key
in developing the modern museum experience. Young adults do not enter the museum space
simply to learn but to create and share their experiences, be inspired, develop their art, be
entertained, or have an emotional encounter.
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Crowdsourcing
Social media is already a platform that encourages high levels of interaction outside the
museum walls, and museum professionals can utilize this to gain both feedback and material
from their audiences via a practice called crowdsourcing. Within the museum space,
crowdsourcing can offer visitor contributions that lead to more representation among museum
collections and new visitor experiences. Heritage crowdsourcing is “the creation, digitization,
enhancement, analysis and interpretation of cultural heritage objects…and places by relatively
large groups of people, through the completion of individually small tasks over the Internet.” 28
Museums, galleries, and archives have recently begun to employ heritage crowdsourcing to
better develop their collections, organization, and evaluation of resources.29 In 2010, the New
Media Consortium began reporting on the dynamics of the museum world.30 The 2013 report
discusses “BYOD” or Bring Your Device as a significant contribution to mobile technologies
being implemented in the museum space, but more importantly, it mentions the potential of
crowdsourcing via mobile technologies. The report notes,
Crowdsourcing tangibly reveals the power of collaboration and dialog as visitors
increasingly expect to engage with museums in a more personal way. While
crowdsourcing is becoming widely used, museums still need to overcome challenges in
embracing user-generated content and feedback. A genuine crowdsourcing project
requires museums to relax their authority over the content and welcome ideas that deviate
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from what was expected in order to foster the type of synergy that frequently leads to
innovation.31
Within the museum, crowdsourcing is popular through mobile devices and cellphones, as they
allow for ease of movement and use with which visitors are most familiar. Moreover, many
crowdsourcing projects are supported by exposure and feedback gained from social media
platforms.
In addition to the benefits for visitors, museum professionals have found numerous uses
for crowdsourcing, including correction and transcription, contextualization, complementing
collections, classification, co-curation, and funding.32 Scaling the advantages of crowdsourcing
to the level of the local community creates new museum experiences for visitors that are both
personal and connected to their local heritage.33 For museums that are catering to a larger, or
international, audience that goes beyond the native community, institutions can provide a sense
of ownership for the visitors as well as motivation to return to see finished projects through this
engagement method.34 Traditional projects are restricted to the knowledge, resources, and
opinions of a small pool of individuals while crowdsourcing allows for global communities to
contribute their opinions, cultures, perspectives, and history. This level of personal interaction
also allows for museums to educate a larger, more involved audience. Museums do not simply
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benefit from the heightened engagement that they have with museumgoers but can also introduce
projects that rely on crowdsourcing alone, saving the expense and time of hiring staff to
contribute and maintain.35 Crowdsourcing is not a new concept, but museums are slow to
introduce it into their practices and institutions due to a belief that it would lessen the power of
curatorial and museum professionals.36 Despite these fears, this inclusion is less about the power
of those involved and more about contributions from multiple voices and how this can benefit all
parties participating.
Notwithstanding the overwhelming benefits of crowdsourcing, it does have issues with
mitigation, quality, and initial user engagement. Though museums desire the improvement of
user experience, they cannot sacrifice dependable data for it. With the increased access to
cellphones and other technologies, crowdsourcing can lead to an over-abundance of input from
the public. Analysis from museum or project staff is required to sift through this data.
Furthermore, if contributions to the collection or project are overwhelmingly not useful, then the
goals and the meaning of the project are lost.37 To counter this issue, museum professionals or
project members should present a clear question or task to guide their contributors. Distributing
these questions to diverse test groups will allow for more informative answers. 38 Initial
participation from users can be minimal at the beginning of a project as visitors interpret how
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they fit into crowdsourcing and what they can contribute. Staff must integrate into their project a
variety of input that can be included, as some visitors are not creators, but have much to give to a
project. Visitors should be able to create as a regular part of their museum visit, and if this is not
possible, making the project’s goal personal will invite them to do so.39 The Museum of Indian
Arts and Culture (MIAC) in Santa Fe, New Mexico, implemented a successful current events
exhibition in December of 2016 on the topic of the Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL) and the
protests against its installation, mostly by indigenous people, using crowdsourcing and social
media.40 The Standing Rock exhibition uses crowdsourcing to collect photographs and other
media materials, a majority of them coming through Facebook.41 Social media played a key role
in announcing the exhibit, but also accepting materials from emerging artists and protestors. This
combination of easily accessible social media and a project based on an emotional, societal topic
attracted participants. Crowdsourcing via cellphones in museums is not directly credited in this
example, but since many crowdsourcing projects depend on social media as a platform, it is not
too far of a reach to see museums turning to mobile technologies to support this type of practice.
Gamification
As museums attempt to make visits both entertaining and educational, programs such as
gamification have made their way into the museum context. Within the museum space,
gamification can be defined as game design elements in a non-game context to improve user
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experience and engagement.42 The inclusion of gamification in tourist attractions has been
labeled as a more sustainable approach to tourism growth as sustainable tourism, which is a
process that sees that the needs of the present are met without hurting the future generations and
their own needs.43 The positive attributes of gamification extend from visitor engagement,
interaction, and motivation to actively gain knowledge of exhibits. Museums educators have long
been implementing games to engage visitors to exhibits, but the rise of mobile technology has
expanded their application.44 Gamification has a unique ability to incorporate both the physical
cultural content in museums as well as the intangible factors, such as social values, beliefs, or
artistic expression.45 This feature can be considered attractive to museum professionals who feel
that cellphones and mobile apps are a distraction from the physical experience of the museum.
To counteract this issue, many examples of games in museums focus on cultural, historical, and
heritage awareness, including historical reconstruction46 which utilizes the physical culture at an
archaeological site or museum. Instances such as these demonstrate that museums can develop a
game that cultivates an active learning environment that keeps users motivated and interested in
understanding the cultural material incorporated into the game’s design. Furthermore, games can
instigate not only museum to visitor relations but a sense of teamwork amongst museumgoers.
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Due to the educational nature of museums, previous applications of game-based learning in
higher education can easily transfer over to the museum space.47
Including gamification in the museum experience is frequently met with indecision since,
to make an effective game, a large amount of skill and money must be invested. Furthermore,
though the features of these games will hold a visitor’s attention, there is no guarantee that this
focus will last or will involve the physical institution. In terms of the price of a game app, a game
developer company named Imaginovation lists the cost of a simple 2-D game with basic graphics
and soundtrack ranging anywhere around $50,000 to $100,000. A mid-level game that requires
different levels, characters, story, and quality graphics may cost a client $250,000 to $700,000.48
Though institutions can contract developers such as Imaginovation to create their gamification
software, there are cheaper options that can be utilized by museum staff with the right set of
skills. Instead of developing the software from scratch, museum staff and professionals can find
open-source software, software that can be edited and used by anyone, or software that has a free
business model where core functions are free and more specific features that are not required for
the game to function can be purchased.49 Akin to mobile apps, institutions can incorporate the
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advertisements from selected partners to cover any costs that are required to make the game
engaging and motivating.50
Regarding the issue of keeping users engaged, an institution needs to become familiar
with what attracts visitors to mobile games and gamified elements in the first place. A 2019
study that investigated the use of gamification in Egyptian museums to promote awareness of
Egyptian cultural heritage51 shows that respondents to their survey preferred reward,
competitive, and social elements in games. Respondents also noted that they favored puzzle,
adventure, role-playing, and strategy games as well.52 These answers align with the four core
reasons that people play games: to accomplish mastery, to destress, to have fun, and to
socialize.53 If an institution takes time to conduct audience research, they will see which of these
themes would appeal most to their museumgoers and align with their mission to engage their
visitors. According to the motivation preferred by the audience, museums can then base the
framework of their mobile game and other gamification elements on these trends and if it is
fiscally plausible to make a game that will engage their visitors. It is recommended that cultural
institutions that wish to further engage their audiences with the physical institution and culture
should incorporate a kind of reward system, either progress or point, that will further motivate
guests to complete quests or levels. These points of progression can incorporate elements of the
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real-world museum, guiding users to different areas to progress in-game. Tracking user
interaction with a mobile game allows for a certain level of feedback to an institution. Feedback
is crucial to understanding the success of an attempt at gamification.54 If a museum chooses to
incorporate physical exhibits, sites, or objects into a game, as a particular point of interest at an
archaeological site or a permanent exhibition, they can track where a museumgoer is interacting
the most, or where others have chosen to not continue playing. Information like this can
demonstrate points in a museum or site where there is a lot of interest and where there is none. It
can also pinpoint possible problems in a game where it may be too difficult or uninteresting.
The examples listed here only hint at what museums can incorporate into the active and
informal learning experiences they can offer to their audiences. Mobile and digital technologies
that are integrated into the museumgoer’s ever-present cellphone are not meant to stand in place
of the conventional museum encounter but expand the museum’s parameters. Since these are
emerging practices in visitor motivation and engagement, the literature is lacking either specific
case studies or cross-institutional analysis. While social media has become a life-line for
museums during the COVID-19 pandemic, these institutions are slow to integrate more invasive
projects, such as crowdsourcing or gamification, especially via cellphone or mobile technologies
that they do not quite trust yet. Through examples such as gamification are a costly endeavor that
may exclude some museums, an institution needs to gauge the desires of their audience before
dismissing more modern technologies. From these applications, an abundance of literary
scholarship will become available that can demonstrate the patterns and trends in what
technologies engage audiences the most.
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Conclusion & Final Implications
The focus of this thesis was to explore the contemporary uses of mobile technology, in
particular cellphones, that museums are utilizing to promote a participatory and inclusive
experience for their audiences. Applications of these technologies were investigated to discover
an optimal implementation that would benefit audience groups and institutions. Additionally,
information was analyzed from over a hundred of the most relevant and recent publications that
involve specific technological programs, case studies demonstrating applications of these
programs, and contributing scholarship to the framework of these technologies and the museum
space. Further cross-institutional analysis, from both larger museums to medium-small
institutions, was conducted to collect a broad range of data that applies to a variety of
institutions. Within this chapter, conclusions will be made concerning the five lines of inquiry
that guided this study as well as implications for both additional research and museum
professional practice.
Conclusions
Has the paradigm shift from a collection-based focused to a visitor-based focused museum
experience supported the use of a cellphone to encourage a participatory and engaging visitor
encounter?
After exploring about a dozen scholarly sources on the paradigm shift and the
motivations of museums in around fifty case studies, three repeating factors stood out.
Cellphones allow for active and personal meaning-making experiences, open communication
with larger, diverse audiences, and permit museums to contend with other entertainment venues.
These points show an interesting melding of museum goals and audience motivations to both
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enter the museum space and use technology there. Numerous studies focused on one of these
subjects while neglecting the other. Regardless, it was clear that institutions are now trying to
cater to museumgoers to attract them. The first two points are focused on developing a more
powerful role for the museumgoer within the museum. With the aid of tools such as the
cellphone, museums are also able to extend this transfer of power to under-represented audience
groups, which results in a more inclusive experience. The third factor is more focused on what
spurred the paradigm shift, as museums were facing issues of irrelevancy with an audience that
was losing interest in the customary museum experience. By rebranding themselves with the aid
of mobile technologies, like cellphones, cultural institutions have been able to carve out a spot in
the scarce leisure time of their audiences. There are still professionals who maintain that the
traditional museum narrative, aesthetic, and experience would be more beneficial to their
audiences, but this research has shown how this mindset is an outdated way of thinking.
Are cellphones an appropriate tool to elicit the above-stated experiences, and how have
institutions dealt with them in the museum space in the past?
The ubiquitous presence of the cellphone is a repeating factor for why museum
professionals and staff are beginning to utilize cellphone-based technology and programs in their
institutions. The “Bring Your Own Device” approach to these mobile technology inclusions in
the museum allows for the museum to execute contemporary and highly interactive programs
with equipment that visitors are already familiar with and proved themselves. Policies that
forbade or limited the use of cellphones, or other aspects such as personal photography, began to
alienate modern audiences even further from cultural institutions. A negative assumption that
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physical institutions are not needed to store information has risen with the digital age.1 As mobile
technologies began to become more widely accepted in museums, applications that brought both
entertainment, engagement, and ease of use demonstrated a melding of museums and
technology. These digital applications would begin to alter the views visitors have of the modern
museum.
Are there specific digital programs (i.e., mobile apps, gamification, or augmented reality) that
use cell phones as a platform that are more effective in achieving these experiences?
Mobile apps, such as UCANGO or social media applications like Facebook, have shown
to be one of the more popular and stimulating options amongst both museums and their visitors.
Museum mobile apps, such as ArtLens, allow for museums to fully perform their educational and
informative roles while also giving a great deal of control to the user. Basic details about the
museum – such as maps, events, or donations – are readily available for the visitor, but they are
given the control to engage with multiple parts of the museum experience at their own pace.
Museumgoers can participate in self-representation and develop meanings through a social, and
digital, medium such as social media apps or gamification that supports interaction with their
physical surroundings. Other digital programs, such as gamification or augmented reality, allows
for the museum to educate and present the museum narrative in a more participating manner.
Subsequently, though, cultural institutions need to conduct thorough research of the technologies
they wish to employ, to understand their many factors. Simultaneously, audience research used
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to gauge the needs of a museum’s pool of visitors will also ensure that mobile technology can be
utilized at its full capacity, while also being a wanted addition to the museum experience.
Can cellphones contribute to more inclusivity and accessibility between museums and
underrepresented groups such as younger audiences (ages thirteen through nineteen), older
adults (sixty-five and above), or those with physical, mental, or developmental disabilities?
Cellphones are already assistive tools for those who are marginalized in present museum
audience groups. This research provided case studies that demonstrated how cellphones are used
by certain underrepresented groups in museum audience populations, including younger
generations, older adults, people with vision impairments, and people with ASD. Cellphones can
be used to not only communicate, but to participate in situations where people develop their
meanings via personal photography, social media, or digital communications. Cellphones also
provide accessibility features, which allow for on-screen magnification, speech-to-text, text-tospeech, and assist in retaining attention for a more in-depth learning experience. Since many
visitors enter the museum space with accessibility adjustments already made to their phones, it
relieves pressure for institutions to have to compensate when implementing digital technologies.
These features also open the line of communication between these underrepresented groups and
the museum. The museum can deliver a narrative that is conscious of the various socio-cultural
identities that their audience members have, with their efforts being supported by the many
features and programs supported by mobile technology.
What are the most effective practices for implementing cellphone-based technologies in the
museum context based on successful case studies from a cross-institutional research pool?
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There are two reoccurring themes in the successful implementation of cellphone-based
technologies: 1.) there is an apparent need by both audiences and institutions that can be met by
mobile technologies, and 2.) the programs made available by these technologies take supporting
roles for the museum narrative, making it both engaging and inclusive. In turn, though, these
tools do not replace the traditional museum experience entirely, nor should they aim to. Whether
it is to give visitors a more active experience or to provide accessibility, there must be an interest
from the public for these digital inclusions or they will fall into disuse. If these digital tools are
not properly engaging or attracting audiences, then the museum suffers from a waste of
resources, but it has also been shown that floundering digital programs attract negative attention
as much as they attract positive. Museums should evaluate each programs’ influence on their
unique audiences and their motivations to use them. Aligning this research within the
capabilities, goals, and boundaries of their institutions will result in the development of a
successful program.
Implications
This research reveals several implications that warrant further study to broaden the
scholarship on the subject of mobile technologies having a supportive and pronounced presence in
the museum space. The current literature lacks research that first focuses on the motivations and
influences of the visitor that would lead them to use mobile tools in the museum space. Information
such as this would aid museum professionals in formatting their digital inclusions to stimulate
maximum audience participation Additionally, the topics covered by existing scholars bounce
from being specific to a single institution or covering a broad topic that does little to contribute to
the aspects of individual application of these technologies. Furthermore, there are additional
connotations that deserve consideration regarding the professional practices of the museum field.
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Museum professionals and staff are still widely unprepared to take on mobile technological
projects, and there are even some who are reluctant to do so. The goal of this research was to
demonstrate the benefits and drawbacks of both popular cellphone programs and those that are
emerging within museums. While the current pool of literature allowed for a variety of articles and
texts discussing these same factors, certain elements of these technologies were either excluded,
redundant, or focused on the needs of an institution. This scattered approach to research has
restricted the ability of museums to fully grasp the applicability of mobile technologies in the
museum context and thus, struggle to incorporate them into the institution.
The research questions that guided this analysis of literature and case studies of mobile
technology, focused mostly on how cellphones can contribute to the revolutionizing of the museum
experience. Despite there being a somewhat plentiful pool of information from institutions and
specific applications of cellphone-based technologies, the literature would continue to benefit from
cross-institutional analyses and research on how these technologies function in a museum setting.
This data would be an invaluable resource to institutions who wish to implement mobile digital
programs into their current narratives and experiences, no matter the size and ability of their
institution. Essentially, this study emphasizes the need for scholars to move beyond the baseline
debate of whether mobile and digital technologies make good assets to museums and their
communities. Instead, a collaboration between many institutions – of various sizes – and ongoing
projects focused on digital inclusion would allow for a sharing of data and observations about realworld applications. Additionally, this research outlines the need for museum professionals to reevaluate the need for mobile technologies in their venues and to incorporate the opinions and
suggestions of their various audience groups. Professional practices such as this will give the
museumgoer a voice in the designing of the very framework of modern museums while allowing
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these same organizations to be able to continue their functions and goals in conjunction with
remaining relevant in an ever-changing world.
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Figures

Figure 1. Five Screens from the UCAN GO App Interface. Digital Photograph. Created by Calvium.
From Calvium website. https://calvium.com/projects/ucan-go/.

Figure 2. QR Code (2D) and EAN-13 (1D) Barcodes Encoding the Same Data
(3254565174110). Digital Photograph Created by José Rouillard. From José Rouillard,
Contextual QR Codes, in Proceedings of the Third International Multi-Conference on
Computing in the Global Information Technology (New York City, New York: IEEE, 2008),
51, figure 1.

Figure 3. 3-D Printed Stone Point with Lanyard Attachment and Wooden “Coin” with QR-Code and Lanyard.
Photograph by Maryland Archaeological Conservation Laboratory. From Cheryl Fogle-Hatch, “’Bring Your
Own Device’ (BYOD) Programming Facilities Accessibility for People Who Are Blind or Have Low Vision.”
https://mw20.museweb.net/paper/bring-your-own-device-byod-programming-facilitates-accessibility-for-peoplewho-are-blind-or-have-low-vision/, figure 2a and 2b.
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Figure 4. Skin & Bones Screen Capture of the AR Experience Triggered from the
Skeleton of a Pleated Woodpecker. Digital photograph Diana Marques and Robert
Costello. From Diana Marques and Robert Costello, “Concerns and Challenges
Developing Mobile Augmented Reality Experiences for Museum Exhibitions,”
Curator: The Museum Journal 61, no. 4 (2018): 7, figure 2.

Figure 5. Social Media Post. Created by The Museum of English Rural Unit. From
MuseumNext, How Museum Can Use Social Media?.
https://www.museumnext.com/article/museums-can-use-social
media/#:~:text=Museums%20have%20been%20keen%20adopters,Tate%20attracting
%20millions%20of%20followers.
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